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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose G z G,(q) is a group of type w defined over the field GF(q). Then 
there is a class of subgroups, X, called root subgroups which generate G; each 
has order q and is parameterized by the field. Furthermore, the classes of groups 
in {(x, y): x, y E X} is rather small. In [3], McLaughlin considered the irreducible 
subgroups B of a group A,(q) z SL,+,(q) which are generated by root 
subgroups, where q # 2, and showed B = A,(q) or n is odd and B z 
Cta+I),z(q) z SP,+,(q). In [4], Stark determined those subgroups B of an 
orthogonal group S,(q) g enerated by root subgroups for the long roots such that 
B is transitive on the singular points of the associated orthogonal space. 
In this paper we consider a similar problem for the groups of type E,(q). 
More precisely we prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let G s E,(q), q = pa, p >, 5. Let X be the class of root sub- 
groups. Suppose B is a subgroup of G generated by the root subgroups it contains. 
If B is transitive in any parabolic representation of G, then B = G. 
2. THE GROUP E,(q) AND ITS PARABOLIC REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G s E,(q). Let 52 be the underlying root system and n = {CQ : 1 < i < 6} 
be a fundamental base for 52, the ordering chosen so that the Dynkin diagram 
for 52 is 
.- .-.- .-. . For ~EQ 
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let xa = {am: t E GIJ((s)} be the root subgroup corresponding to 01. For 
01 E J2, spt(a) is that subset of Unecessary to write 01. 
Let S C {I, 2, 3,4, 5,6). Define Ps = V,L, where V, = (x, : (Y > 0, spt(or) e 
{ai : i E S}) andLs = H(xol : spt(a) _C {CX~ : i E S}). The conjugates of the various 
Ps are the parabolic subgroups of G. 
Let X = x,“, , so X is the class of all root subgroups. The action on X is 
equivalent to the action on the conjugates of Pt1,2,3,e,6) , This can be seen as 
follows: Let S = (1, 2, 3, 5, 61, a* = 01~ + ECU, + 3ar, + 201~ + 201, -1 (~a. 
There are 21 positive roots OL with spt(a) $ {ai : i E S}. Let U = {aa , ~1~ -+ 014 , 
012 + o”3 + a4 , 47 f a4 + “5 , 011 i- 012 + a3 + a4 , a2 + 013 f a4 + a5 , a3 + 
a4 t “:, + a, , 011 + a2 + 05 + a4 t 015 , a2 + a3 + a4 + 015 + a6 , a:! i- 201, -t 
+ c+,}. Then (8 : 01 > 0, spt(a) g {ai : in S)} = U u (a* - OL : I E Uj u 
~~*~.Notefor~,6Ej~:or>0,spt(ar)~{ai:iES)},[xB,x~]=lif/3i-~#~*, 
[x0 ,x81 = xa* if B + 6 = (Y*. From this we see @(F’s) = xa* , so that P, = 
N&). Our assertion now clearly follows. 
From this information we may compute I X (. 
1 G 1 = g6(q12 - l)(q9 - I)(@ - 1)(q6 - l)(qt - l)(q2 - 1). 
! Ps j = q36 - l)(qt - l)(q4 - I)($ - l)(q2 - I)(q - 1) 
and therefore 
I Xl = I G : Ps I = (q6 + l)(q4 + l)(q3 + l)(qs - 1). 
We may consider {ai : 1 < i , < 6) to be a base for P. Define ri : lE6 -+ !E6 by 
r&g = v - 2 ;;; y;<) ’ ai = v - (v, ai) . ai . 
Let W=(ri:l <:<6),sothatWistheWeylgroupofG.ForSC{i: 1 < 
i < 6}, let Ws = (ri : i E S). W, is a parabolic subgroup of W. For Y E W, let 
Z(r) be the length of the shortest word expressing r as a product of the ri . Suppose 
S’, S _C {i : 1 < i < 6). Y E W is said to be a W,, - W, distinguished double coset 
represent&we (ddcr) if Z(r) < Z(r’) f or every r’ E Ws*r W, . (If S’ = + then we say 
r is a distinguished coset representative.) These representatives are unique. Let 
D(S’, S) be the set of the Ws, - W, ddcr’s. If N = No(H), then it is known 
that W g N/H, so that elements of W may be considered cosets of H. Since 
Ps > H for every S C {i: 1 < i < 6}, the map W,T W, + P,TP, is well defined, 
and is in fact a bijection. This information can be exploited to determine the 
number of suborbits and the subdegrees for the representation of G on A’. Let 
S = (1, 2, 3, 5, 6). The number of suborbits is ) D(S, S)l, since the suborbits 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the Ps-Ps double cosets, which are in 
turn in one-to-one correspondence with the W,-W, double cosets. For 
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r E D(S, S), the subdegree of the suborbit it corresponds to is C qz(r’) where the 
sum is over all r’ E D($, S) n W,rW, . 
From this we can determine that the permutation rank is five and the non- 
trivial subdegrees are 
dl = 4w - 1w - l)(n” - 1) 
(q3 - l)W - l)(q - 1) ’ 
d2 = f(P6 - 1)k5 - 1) 
(!z - 1)” ’ 
$ = PW - lk5 - lk4 - 1) 
w - l)(q2 - l)(q - 1) ’ 
d4 = q21. 
Let the orbits of G on X x X, other than 1, = {(x, x) E x E X} be denoted by 
fi(l < i < 4), the notation chosen such that for x E X, j &(x)1 = di where 
fiW = {Y E x : (% Y) Efil- 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) (x, y) ~fi if and only if [x, y] = 1 and 1(x, y) n X 1 = 
q + 1. (ii) (x, y) E f2 if and only if [x, y] = 1 and <x, y) n X = {x, y}. Furthermore 
in this case j fi(x) nfr(y)l = (q4 - l)(q3 - l)/(q2 - l)(q - 1). (iii) (x, y) E f3 if 
and only if (x, y) is isomorphic to a p-Sylow of A,(q) (here p is the prime in q). Also 
Lx, rl = (x, Y>’ = .Wx, Y)) = f&4 nfh9. (iv> (x, Y> Ef4 tf and 4~ if 
<x, Y> E A,(q). 
Proof. (i) Let S = (1, 2, 3, 5, 6). Recall 01* = a1 + 201, + 3or, + 2~, + 
$5 + a6 * Let x = xa* . Then G, = N(x) = Ps . Note that IJ’~ is a special 
group of order 421, Z(V,) = Vs = @(V,) = x. Let y = x~, . j Nps(y)[ = 
P(43 - 1J2(q2 - 1J2(!7 - I)“, since Nps(y) = G&Y) - W,: spt(4 C {a1 , a2, 
01~ , 0~~)). Therefore y E fJx>. Clearly [x, y] = 1. Vs normalizes (x, y) and since 
Vs : CVs(y) = q, y has q’ - Vs conjugates in (x, y). Therefore 1(x, y) n 
X / 2 q + 1. However, as elements of X are t.i. sets, 1(x, y) n X j < q + 1, so 
1(x, y) n X / = q + 1. Parts (ii), (iii), and (iv) may be proved similarly using 
y = x0,, x.+, , and xdal , respectively. 
The orbital fl is distinguished as follows: Consider the graph (X, fl). For 
x E X, let g(x) = {x} u fi(x), the set consisting of x, together with all vertices 
adjacent to x. If x, y E X are adjacent pairs, define the line xy on x and y by 
xy = 
*AL,, g(-4. 
(2-l) 
Then 1 xy j = q + 1 and in fact G,, induces the group PSL,(q) on the points 
of xy. It turns out that xy = (x, y) n X. Hence in this way we can introduce a 
set of lines L = {xy : (x, y) E fi} in X. W e will denote this incidence structure by 
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E,,,(q). We define a subspace S of X to be a subset S such that if x, y E S and are 
adjacent, then xy C S. The subspace S is said to be singular if every pair of 
points in S is adjacent. In [2] it is shown that the singular subspaces, together 
with their lines, have the structure of projective spaces. It is also shown there 
that the stabilizer of a line is another parabolic subgroup. From [2] we can 
deduce that in the present situation the stabilizer of a line is a conjugate of 
%z,a,5.s) . 
Notation. For XEX, L,={ZEL:XEZ}. For MCX, let L(M)= 
(lEL:lcM}. 
For any point x E X we induce an incidence structure on L, as follows: For 
1, m EL, , define I and m to be adjacent or collinear if and only if I, m lie in a 
singular subspace. If I, m lie in a singular subspace, then the intersection of all 
such subspaces, “the subspace generated by I and m,” is a singular plane (i.e., 
has the structure of a projective plane). Let L(Z, m) be the set of all lines on X 
lying in the plane generated by I and m. 
Now assume x = xorr , where cz* = ‘y1 + 201, + 3as + 201, + 201, + 0~~ , SO 
G, = Nc(x) is Ps . By our construction of lines, P, is transitive on L, . Also 
O,(P,) 1 I’, fixes every line on x. Then L’s is in fact transitive on L, . If we let 
y = xa4 and consider the stabilizer of xy in G, we find it is Pt1,2,5,6) . Hence the 
action of Ls on L, is equivalent to the action of the group of type A, on the 
planes of projective five space (the parabolic representation in which the center 
node is deleted). So we may identify L, with planes of PG(5, q). Therefore the 
L(Z, m) correspond to the sets (44, K) = (y Z PG(5, q): MC y C K} where M is 
a (projective) one space and K is a (prqjective) three space of PG(5, q). We denote 
this incidence structure by A&q). 
Remark. If y, z ~fi(x), then when we identify xy and xz with planes of 
projective five space we findy Ebb if and only if xy and xz intersect in a point, 
and y ifs if and only if xy and xz do not intersect. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a singular subspace on x, and y E fi(x) - M. If 
M$ CAY), then CM(Y) is a hyperplane of M. Moreover, the action y induces on 
M by conjugation is the fullgroup of elations with center x and,axis C,(y). 
Proof. By assumption, there must be z E M, with z E f3(y). Hence by the 
remark, as planes of five space, xy and xz do not intersect. Now L, n L(M) is a 
singular subspace of A,,,(q) containing xx. Then there is a hyperplane of N,, = 
L, nL,(M) such that each member of this intersects y in exactly a point. If 
N = (u E M : xu E NO} u {x}, then N is a hyperplane of M and by the remark 
N - lx> cf2(y)- Hence M n f,(y) = l x , and C,(y) is a hyperplane, proving > 
the first statement. The second statement is easily deduced from this. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ZcL, , w cf4(x). Then / In f3(w)l = I. 
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Proof. Since G is transitive on X we may assume x = x.* . Let w = x+* . 
Then we saw G,,, = LS is transitive on L, . Let y = xol, E fi(x) n f3(w). If I = xy, 
then clearly 1 n fS(w) = {y}. Since G,,, is transitive on L, , for any I E L, , 
Znfs(eO)i = l.S ince G, is transitive on f4(x) the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose a, b e f3(x), a ~f~(b). Then [a, x] ~f~([b, xl), or [a, x] = 
k xl, 
Proof. Let [a, x] = y, [b, x] = x, and assume y # z. 
Claim. [a, .a] = 1, so that by the assumption y # z, z E fi(a). Let OL E x. 
Then u@ E uy, bm E bz, and a” E fl(ba). Since fi(u@) n f,(b) 2 {a, ba), [a”, b] = 1. 
Similarly, [a, be] = 1. Hence (uy) commutes with (bz). In particular, [a, z] = 1. 
Now if ,52 E a, since [a, z] = 1, xs E fi(z). By the construction of lines xy = 
xxfl C fi(x), so in particular, y E fi(z) as desired. 
fvotution. For x E X, let Ds,r(x) = {M C x’- : x E M and L, n L(M) consists 
of the planes in five space containing a fixed point and lying in a fixed 
hyperplane}. For M E Q1(x), G,,, is a parabolic subgroup conjugate to Pt2,3,5) . 
Moreover G, is rank 3 on L, n L(M), the two nontrivial orbitals being ((1, m): 
I, m join to a singular plane} and {(I, m): ify E 1 - {x}, x E m - {x}, then y E f&z)}. 
LEMMA 2.5. For x E X, w E f4(x), G,,, is trunsitive on D&x). 
Proof. We may assume x = xn* . Now (fi(x)) is transitive on f4(x) and fixes 
Da,r(x) pointwise. Hence may assume w = x-,+ . Then G,,, = LS . L, is 
transitive on D,,,(x). In fact this is equivalent to the parabolic representation 
of a group of type A, on incident point-hyperplane pairs. 
Consider 4-tuples (x, y, z, w) where y, z E fi(x) n f3(w), y E f3(z), w E f4(x). 
We assert that G is transitive on such 4-tuples. Since G is transitive on pairs 
(x, w) G f4 , we need only show G,, is transitive on pairs y, z E fi(x) n fe(w), 
y E fi(w). However, there is a unique member of Qr(x) containing y and z, 
which we will denote by D(y, z). Since G,,, is transitive on D&x), we need 
only show that G,,,,J~(~,~)) is transitive on pairs y’, z’ E fi(x) n f3(w), y’ E fi(z’) 
with D(y’, z’) = D(y, z). H owever D(y, s) with its induced structure is a 
prepolar space of type D3 (equivalently the incidence structure consisting of the 
projective one spaces of projective three space, two being collinear if they 
intersect). The actron of Gz,~U.~D(Y,Z~~ on L, n D(y, z) is rank 3 (equivalent to 
Aa(q) on the lines of projective three space) with the nontrivial orbitals being 
{(xu, xb) : a E f,(b)}, {(xu, xb): a E fi(b)} and f rom this the assertion follows. 
Thus take x = xa* , y = xa, , z = x~*-(~+,) , w = x-,+ . Let u = [y, w], 
u = [z, w]. Then see that 
24 Ef‘&) nf3(y), zf Ef@) and P4 4 = h Yl Ef&) “f&4 
In a similar fashion we can prove the two lemmas below. 
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LEMMA 2.6. If x E X and w E f*(x), then G,,, is transitive on the singular 
planes containing x. 
LEMMA 2.7. If x E X, w off, then Gz,2L is transitive on pairs of lines 1, 
m EL, such that for y E 1 - (x}, z E m - {x}, y E f3(x). 
Now consider 4-tuples (x, y, z, w) where y, .a E fl(x) n f3(w), y E fi(z), w E f4(x). 
G is transitive on such 4-tuples. For G is transitive on pairs (x, w) E f4 so we need 
only show G,,, is transitive on pairs y, z E fi(x) n f3(w), y Ebb. Now y, z 
determine a unique singular plane on x. Since by Lemma 2.6 G,,, is transitive 
on singular planes on x, if y’, a’ is also such a pair we may assume the singular 
plane on x, y’, a’ is the same as on x, y, z. Call this plane M. Then M n f3(w) = 
yz is a line. The global stabilizer of M in Gz,w induces a PSL,(q) on y.a and from 
this the claim follows. Take x = ,y+ , y = x., , z = xaSCop , w = xma* . Set 
u = [Y, 4, v = b, 4. Then u Efi(v) ~fk), v Efi(y). 
Using Lemma 2.7 we can show that G is transitive on 4-tuples (x, y, z, w) 
such that y, .z E fi(x) n fs(w), y E f3(z), w E f4(x). Then let x = xat , y = x~, , 
z = X&“, ) w = X-@ . Set zc = [y, w], v = [a, w]. Consider x, z, v, w, u, y, x. 
In this sequence any two adjacent terms are in fi , any two joined by a path of 
length two are in f3 , and any two joined by a path of length 3 are in f4 . Moreover, 
(Y, z, w> s -+4(q). 
We will exploit these facts frequently in proving our theorem. 
3. REDUCTION TO THE CASE BPf2,3,4,5,s1 = G 
NowletB<G,B=(BnX). 
LEMMA 3.1. If BP, = G implies B = G for S C {i: 1 < i ,< 6}, 1 S 1 = 5, 
then BPT = G implies B = Gfor any T C {i: 1 < i < 6). 
Proof. Clear. 
Hence we need only show that the theorem is true for maximal parabolic 
representations. If BP{1,2,3,5,6) = G then B is transitive on X. Since B = 
(B n X), X C B and B = (X) = G. Suppose BP{,,,,,,,,8) = G. Then B is 
transitive on lines and contains a point on every line. If B contains a line then 
B 3 X, so B = G. But let x E B n X. Let M be a singular plane containing x. 
Then B contains a point from every line in M. Since L(M) g L, , B n f&x) # o , 
so B does contain a line and B = G. Now the character of the representation of 
G on its parabolic subgroups conjugate to Pc~,~,~,~,~~ and the character on the 
subgroups conjugate to Pf1,2,3,4,5) are the same. Likewise for the representations 
from 4, 7 4 5 6~ and P~I,CWJ . ,, , .*. Also the character of the representation from 
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P~r,a,~,~,s) contains the two nontrivial irreducible characters of G from the 
representation on conjugates of Pt2,3,4,5,6j . Hence we have shown 
LEMMA 3.2. If BPt2,3,4,5,6i = G implies B = G, then Theorem 1 is true. 
4. THE CASE B DOES NOT CONTAIN LINES 
From now on we assume B < G, B = (B n X> and BP(s,3.4,~,g) = G. 
Notation. B n X = Y. For x E Y, A(x) = Y rift(x), XI = (x} u A(X). 
Ai = Y n f&z) for i = 2, 3,4. 
For any x # y E Y, 
4% Y) = A(& Y) = 44 n A(Y)> 
4x7 Y) = 44 n 4(Y) for i = 2, 3,4, 
A(x) = (x, A(x), A,(x)> = (C,(x)>, 
W) = @W* 
For w E: Ad(x), 
vx, 4 = (A2(x, 4). 
For x E Y, Y(x) is the B orbit on Y containing x. C(x) is the A-connected com- 
ponent of Y containing x. C,(x) is the Ai-connected component of Y containing x, 
for i = 2,3,4. Finally 2 = {a : OL < x E Y, ) a ) = p}. Note that the elements of 
2 are cyclic groups of order p contained in root subgroups. 
Let S = (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Now consider Ps . Ps has three orbits on X: {y E X: 
ycO,(P,) = V,> = E,, (y~x:yCP~-- V,) = Z$ and (y~X:y$P~j. 
Let Ti = EP. Since BPS = G, B is transitive on x1 and .T& . / x1 ) = ) z~K~ 1 = 
1 G : P, I = (q= - l)(qg - I)/(@ - l)(q - 1). It is also easy to show 
and 
/ 4 I = @7* + l)W + l)(q2 + I)(q + 1) 
1-G I = q4(q5 - l)(q4 + Ilk3 + l&z2 + 1)/h - 1). 
In fact Ps acts on E, and E, , I/‘, is in the kernal of the action of Ps on El and 
Ls acts on El as a group of type D,(q) acts in a class of maximal singular subspaces 
of a ten-dimensional orthogonal space with maximal index. For the action of 
Ps on Es the orbits of Vs have length q* and of course are blocks of imprimitivity. 
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Ls permutes the blocks as a group of type Q(q) permutes the singular lines of 
ten-dimensional orthogonal space. 
For XEX, let si = / EE%~ : x EE}i. By counting I{(%, E) : x E E fl X, 
E~%~})intwowayswegetsijXj = ~~~~~~.E,~.Hence 
si = (I JG I - I 4 l>/l Xi- (4.1) 
Now let YI be an orbit of B on Y. We calculate I((x, E) : x E E n YI , E E A$]\. 
Since B is transitive on YI and Xi we find 
Hence from (4.1) we get 
or 
1X1-J YlnE,j = iEij-l YII. (4.2) 
Therefore we get 
(q6+1)(44+l)(q3+l)(qQ--I) 
q--l 
*,YlnE / 
1 
= I Yl I (!I4 + lk3 + lW + 1x4 + 11, 
or 
we must have 
q+l 1 I YInE,/, (q6+‘)(qQ-‘) 1 
(qZ+l)(q-1) IYli. (4.3) 
Using E, instead of E1 , we find 
44w - 1)/P - 1 I I Yl I- (4.4) 
These relations will be used in this section to show that for every x E Y, 
d(x) # 4. They will also be used in subsequent sections. 
LEMMA 4.1. O,(B) = 1. 
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Proof. If O,(B) # 1, then B is contained in some parabolic subgroup and 
since no parabolic subgroup is transitive on G/P8 , B could not be transitive on 
G/Ps . This contradicts our assumption on B. 
Now assume there is an x E Y with d(x) = %. 
LEMMA 4.2. Y(x) = Y. 
Proof. Since d(x) = D, also da(x) = D. For if u E d,(x), then [u, zc] 2 
(u, x> n fi(x) C B n fi(x), and then Y n fi(x) = d(x) # m. Clearly Y(x) I 
d,(x) since any w E da(x) is conjugate to x in (x, w) s A,(q). Hence if y E Y - 
Y(x), Y(x) C d,(y). Suppose then that Y(x) # Y. Let y E Y - Y(x), and 
w E d,(y). Since w E d,(y), w E Y(y), so also w E Y - Y(x) and Y(x) C d,(w). 
Hence Y(x) Z d,(y, w). Hence 
But in G 
I f2(y) n fi(w)i = (q6 (9 ‘p”)L ‘) < yql: \))(i 1:)) . 
This contradiction yields the lemma. 
Now consider 2.2 is a class of subgroups of B of order p, p > 5, and for any 
a, /3 E 2, [a, 131 = 1 or 
<a, 8) cz SL2( Pa) or PSJQP”), pa < 4. (4.5) 
BY PI> WLP) = ~&cJ or PSp,(q,,) for some positive integer m and q,, a 
power of p. By (4.5) we must in fact have q0 = q. 
Since B = (B n X) and O,(B) = 1, f or each x E B there is a w E f4(x). Then 
x < (x, w)‘. Hence Y = B n XC B’, so B is perfect. O,(B) < Z(B). Therefore 
B is a homomorphic image of Sum(q) or Q,(q). Now if xw E Y, w E A&), then 
O,(V(x, w)) = 1. However, V(x, w) is a subgroup of (fi(x) n fi(w)) z A,(q). 
By [3] we must have V(x, w) a homomorphic image of S&(q), K < 3. Therefore 
B is a homomorphic image of S&(q), k, < 4. But then 1 Y 1 = (q2ko - l)/(q-I). 
However, qg - l/j Y /, so we have a contradiction. 
5. THE EXISTENCE OF SINGULAR PLANES 
By the results of Section 4 we may assume for every x E Y, d(x) # o . Since 
for y E d(x), xy = (x, y) n X, xy C Y. Therefore Y is a subspace of X. 
LEMMA 5.1. For x E Y, Y(x) = C(x) = C,(x) 2 C,(x). 
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Proof. For w E d,(x), eo is conjugate to x in (x, w), so d,(x) _C Y(x). Then of 
course C,(x) C Y(x). Now let w E d*(x), I EL, n L(Y). Then I n L&(W) :# o . 
Set y = In As(w), u = [y, w]. Then x, y, u, w is a d-path from x to w, so 
d4(x) C C(x). Let w E d,(x), w’ E d4(y). We may assume y E d,(w), x 6 d&w’). 
Let z E xy - {x, y>. Then z E d,(w) n O,[w’). So x, w, z, w’, y is a d,-path from 
x to y. Hence d(x) C C4(x), so C(x) C C,( x , so we get equality. Since d,(x) _C ) 
C(x), if u E Y - C(x), C(x) Cd,(v). H ence Y - C(x) centralizes (C(x)>. Clearly 
C(x) normalizes (C(x)), so (C(x)) Q B. Hence Y(x) _C (C(x)). Suppose then 
that v~ Y(x) - C(x). Then C(x) _C d,(v), w C (C(x)). Hence v C Z((C(x))). 
But then v _C O,((C(x))) _C O,(B) == 1 by Lemma 4.1. This contradiction 
implies Y(x) = C(x) as desired. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Y = Y(x). 
Proof. Suppose v E Y - Y(x). Then Y(x) _C d,(o) by Lemma 5.1. Let 
w E O*(V). Since w E Y(v), also w $ Y(x) and so Y(x) _C d,(w). Hence Y(x) C 
4(v, 4. BY (4.3) /4(~, 41 > I WI 2 (q” + l)(qg - l)/(q2 + l)(q - 1). But 
fi(v) nf2(w)j = ($ - l)(qt - I)/(q - 1)“. The corollary follows from this 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let R, = {y : yl 1 x-l}. Then R, = {x). 
Proof. Since Y = Y(x), ) x1 / = i yl / for any x, y E Y. Hence if y E R, , 
a+ = yl and xy _C R, . So assume y # x is in R, . Let w E da(x). Then 
xy n d,(w) # O. By relabeling if necessary we may assume y E d,(w). Let 
u = [y, w]. Then uw C d,(x) u d,(x). But u E d(y) C & and this contradiction 
yields the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. Assume Y does not contain singular planes. Then for any x, 
d,(x) = 63. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that d,(x) # D. Let u E d,(x). Let y E d(x). 
We show also that o E d,(y). Suppose there is a z E d(x) n d,(y). Let w E da(x). 
Let zr = xz n d,(w), yr = xy n d,(w). Set a = [zr , w] and b = [yr , w]. 
Then by Lemma 2.5, a E &(yr), b Ida, and [a, yr] = [b, zr]. But then 
[al , y,], yr , b generate a singular plane in Y contrary to our hypothesis. Since B 
is transitive on Y, d(y) - {x} C L3,( x a so. ) 1 Hence v $ d(y). If v E d,(y), then 
xy C d,(v) U d,(u), so v 6 d,(y). So suppose v E d,(y). Since [v, x] = I, for any 
a E v, y” E d(x). But thenyy” Cd(x) and we get thatyy@, x generates a plane in Y 
unless x ~yya. But if x syya, then xy = yy” = y[y, v]. But then x, 21 E d([y, v]), 
x E d,(o) contradicting what we showed above (alternatively, xy = x[o, y] _C 
C,(a), contradicting y E d,(u)). S o we have indeed shown v E A,(y). But now 
C(x) _C d,(v). Since Y = C(x) this is impossible and the lemma is proved. 
As a corollary we have 
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COROLLARY 5.5. If Y does not contain singular planes, then (Y, L(Y)) is a 
generalized hexagon. The parameters of (Y, L(Y)) are (q, t) where 1 d(x)! = 
dt + 1). 
Proof. We will define here what is meant by a generalized hexagon. We have 
a pair (Y, L) where Y is a set whose elements are called points, L is a collection 
of subsets of Y whose elements are called lines. For x E Y, I EL if y E 1 we say 
y and I are incident. The pair (Y, L) should satisfy 
(i) For any a, b E Y u L, there exists a sequence a = a, , a, ,..., a, = b 
with n < 6 such that ai , a,+l are incident for 0 < i < n - 1. Moreover if 
there exists such a path with n < 6, it should be unique. Some pair is separated 
by a path of length 6. 
(ii) The number of points on a line, / 11, is independent of the line. 
(iii) The number of lines on a point, l{Z :y E Z}l is independent of the point. 
Since all lines have q + 1 points and B is transitive on Y, (ii) and (iii) clearly 
hold. Suppose X, y E Y. If y E d(x), then X, xy, y is the unique path of length 
< 6 between x and y since there are no singular planes. Similarly if y E As(x), 
then x, xP,yl, [x,YI, Y[x,Y], Y is the unique path of length <6 between 
x and y. If y E Ad(x), let a E d(y) n As(x). We just saw there is a path of length 4 
from x to a, so there is a path of length 6 from x toy. In a similar way we prove 
(i) for two lines or a line and a point. 
LEMMA 5.6. t < @. 
Proof. Consider L, n L(Y) as a subset of A&q). If 2, m EL, n L(Y), y E Z - 
{x}, z E m - {x}, theny E As(z). Therefore, by the remark preceding Lemma 2.2, 
L, n L(Y), when considered as a collection of planes of PG(5, q), has the property 
that any two distinct members are disjoint. Since every plane contains 
(q3 - l)/(q - 1) points and / PG(5, q)j = (q” - l)/(q - l), we must have 
1-b. nL(Y)l G (W - l)/(q - 1)) . ((q - l)/(? - 1)) = 93 + 1. 
Remark. We can find a collection of planes in PG(5, q) with cardinality 
qa + 1 such that any two distinct members are disjoint. The details are as follows: 
Let V be a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q3). Let K be the GF(qs) one- 
dimensional subspaces of V (i.e., the points of the projective line over GF(@)). 
When we consider V as a six-dimensional vector space over GF(q), then the 
members of K are three-dimensional subspaces and any two intersect in only 0. 
Hence projectively the members of K are planes of PG(5, q) any two of which 
are disjoint. Note that SL,(q3) < SL,(q) will permute these planes like the 
points of the projective line over GF(Q3). Th’ IS suggests the existence of 3D,(q) < 
E6(q), generated by root subgroups. 
LEMMA 5.7. Y must contain planes. 
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Proof. If Y does not contain planes, then by Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6, 
(Y, L(Y)) is a generalized hexagon with parameters (q, t) with t < qa. But then 
we find j O(x)1 = q(t + I), 1 da(x)/ = q2t(t + l)i and j O,(x)/ = qat2. Hence 
1 Y 1 = qV + q‘V + q2t + qt + q + 1 = OQ,’ * 
(q+l) G 
w2 - l)(q + 1) 
q4 - 1 
< w+l)(4g--1) ,(, y, 
(4” + l)(q2 - 1) 
by (4.3) and this contradiction yields the lemma. 
6. SUBSPACE STABILIZERS AND SOME GENERAL LEMMAS 
LEMMA 6. I. For x E Y, y E d(x), there is w E d4(x) n d4(y). 
Proof. Since for any w E d,(x), xy C d3(w) U d,(w) we may assume d4(x) C 
da(y). But then for any z E xy - {x, y}, d,(z) 2 d4(x), so A4(z) = d4(x). NOW let 
w’ E d4(y). Then w’ E da(x). Hence if x E xy - (x, y}, w’ E da(z) = d,(x) in any 
case. 
LEMMA 6.2. B, is two-transitive on the points of 1 for any 1 E L(Y). 
Proof. First we show BI is transitive on 1. Let x, y E 1. By Lemma 6.1 there 
is a w E d,(x) n d,(y). Let z = xy n d3(w) and v = [.a, w]. Then v E d,(x) A 
d,(y) since v E d(w), and z E d(x) n d(y) n d(v). Then v is transitive on 
xy - {z} so we can take x to y in Br . As x and y were arbitrary, Br is transitive 
on E. Now since v C Br,, and w is transitive on xy - {a> we have B1 is two- 
transitive on 1. 
Remark. In fact (N,(Z)) is two-transitive on I by the above proof and 
(Nr(Z))r > PSL((Z)) in its usual two-transitive representation. 
COROLLARY 6.3. If y E d(x), then da(x) n d,(y) # a. 
Proof. Immediate. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If y E d(x), then there is a x E d(x) n d3(y). 
Proof. Let w E d,(x) n d,(y). Then z = [x, w] E d(x) n d3(y). 
LEMMA 6.5. If v E d,(x) then d(x, v) # @. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary there is a v E d,(x) with d(x, v) = a. 
Claim x1 C O,(v). Let y E d(x). Since d(x, v) = 0, y $ d(v). Suppose y E d,(V). 
Let u = [y, v]. Suppose a E v. Since 2: Ed2(X), [a, x] = 1, so y” Ed(x), so 
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yya Cd(x). But uy = yy’“, so u E d(x, U) contradicting our assumption, so the 
claim is proved. 
Of course by symmetry we also have vl Cd,(x). Now claim that for any 
y E d(x), also d(y, v) = QJ. Suppose on the contrary that z E d(y, a). By 
Corollary 6.3 there is a w E d,(y) n f&(x). Let u = [x, w], z1 = yx n d,(w), 
y1 = [zl , w]. Nowyz = yzl . If z, E d(x), thenyz = yz, _C d(x) and z E d(x, v). 
Hence z1 E d,(x). Then u1 E d,(u). Also x E d,(u) and x E d3(u1). [x, ul] = [u, zl] 
by Lemma 2.4. Set s = [x, +I. Then [x, U] = xs n d(z). Now u E d(x), so 
u E d,(v). Hence for any a E u, za E d(v). But then z[z, U] = zza _C d(v), so in 
particular [x, a] E d(v) and d(x, v) # o contrary to assumption. So also 
y1 C Qv). Now suppose w E Y, w # v, claim w E d,(v). Let x = x0, x1 ,..., 
xn = w be a d-path from x to w. We have v E d,(x) and d(x, v) = a. We may 
use induction and the above to conclude that w E d,(v). But then ZI C O,(B) = 1. 
This contradiction yields the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose u E d,(x), y E Ll(x, u). Then there is a z E: d(x, u) with 
2 E 4(Y). 
Proof. Let w E d,(y) n d,(x). Let ul = yu A Qw), [x, w] = a, [ul , w] = b. 
Then b E AZ(x), a E d,(u,) and [x, b] = [ul , a]. Set c = [x, b]. Then 
xc n d(u) # Ed and XC n d(u) E d,(y). Set z = xc n d(u), z is the desired 
element. 
Remark. For (x, u) Efi , fi(x) n fi(u), together with the lines it contains, 
is a nondegenerate prepolar space of type D, . If for x E Y, u E Qx), d(x, v) is 
not totally disconnected, then it is also a prepolar space. By Lemma 6.5 it must 
also be nondegenerate. The nondegenerate subspaces of D3 are easily identified. 
LEMMA 6.7. If M is a singular subspace, then BM is two-transitive on M. In fact 
BMM > PSL(<M)) in its natural two-transitive representation. 
Proof. Let M be singular. We first show BM acts irreducibly on M. Let N 
be a proper subspace of M. Let x E M - N, y E N. By Corollary 6.4 there is 
z E A(X) n L&(Y). F or any a E z#, ya E M - N and z _C B,,,, . So, indeed, B,+, 
acts irreducibly on M. In fact (d(x): x EM} C B, acts irreducibly on M. By 
Lemma 2.2, if z E d(x), x E M, then [M, z] = 1 or z induces elations with center 
x on M. By [3], (d(x): x E M) induces PSL((M)) or PSp((M)) on M. But for 
any x E M, y E M, since there is a z E d(x) n d,(y), y does not lie on the inter- 
section of the axes with center X. Hence (d(x): x E M> must induce PSL((M)) 
on M. 
LEMMA 6.8. All lines are contained in planes. 
Proof. Let xy be any line. Since planes exist, there are planes on y, since B 
transitive on Y. If M is such a plane we can assume that M n d(x) = y. 
48r/46/2-5 
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Then by Lemma 2.2, C,(x) contains a line, hence d(y) n d,(x) # O. Let 
u EAT CT A(y). Let w Ida n d,(y). Since yu - (y) Cda(x), WLOG we 
may assume II E da(w). Let a = [x, w], b = [u, w]. Then as usual a E da(~), 
b E da(x), and [a, U] = [b, x]. Set c = [b, x]. Then (c, x, a) n X C Y, is a plane 
on x and y $ C,(M), M = (c, x, a) n X. Let K = (A(z) : x E J!l) and 
T = yK. Then (T)/C,,,(M) s PSL((M)) s P&!,,(q). Also elements of T 
induce elations on M. Then there must be u, z, E T such that [u, V] =: y by the 
structure of P%&(p). Then one of u or ZJ, say v, must also induce elations 
with center x. Let z E M with z E A,(u). Then [z, U] E M. Then u induces elations 
with center [z, u]. So [z, u] = x and u E A(x) n A(y), (x, y, u) C B, so that 
(x, y, u) n X in a plane on xy in Y. 
LEMMA 6.9. Ifw E A&), B = (w, A(x)). 
Proof. We first show for any y E A(x), y is conjugate to x in (w, A(x)). For 
any y E A(x), by Corollary 6.4, there is a x E A(x) n As(y). Then (y, z, w) <; 
(w, A(x)) and (y, z, w) g A,(q). Moreover, y is conjugate to x in (y, z, w), 
hence in (w, A(x)). But now for anyy E A(x), we must have d(y) _C (w, A(x)) and 
A,(y) n (w, A(x)) + 0. As a result we can conclude that C(x) _C (w, A(x)). 
But C(x) = Y(x) = Y. So Y C (w, A(x)), so (w, A(x)) > (Y) = G 
as desired. 
LEMMA 6.10. Assume R is a proper subset of Y and R = (RR) n Y. Further 
assume R 2 {x} u A(x) u A,(x) = C,(x). Set M = xcR). Then M is a singular 
s&pace. 
Proof. (1) M is a subspace: Clearly M _C R since x E R and R = (R) n Y. 
Since B is transitive on Y and (R) # B, N(M) 5 B. Since (R) is transitive on 
M, C,(z) _C N(M) for every z E M. Suppose then that u, v E M, u E A(v). By 
Corollary 6.4 there is a z E A(u) n A,(v). Since u E M, z C N(M). Since v E M, 
{v” : oi E z} C M. But uv = (u} u {V : a E z}, so uv _C M as desired. (2) For any 
u EM, M n da(u) = @. If v E M n A,(u), then N(M) 2 (A(u), v) = B by 
Lemma 6.9. (3) For every u E M, M n A,(u) = o . For assume on the contrary 
that v E M n As(u). Let y = [u, v] and w E A4(y) n A,(u). Since u C C((u, y)) 
and is transitive on vy - {y}, we may assume also that w E A,(v). Let a = [u, w]. 
Then a E A(u) n A4[v). Now N(M) > (A(u), A(v)) > (a, A(v)) = B by Lemma 
6.9, again a contradiction. 
(4) For every u E M, M n A,(u) = 0. For assume on the contrary that 
v EM n AZ(u). Let y E A(u, v), w E A,(y) n A,(u). Set vi = yv n A,(w), a = 
[u, w], b = [v, w] and c = [a, vi] = [b, u]. Now a E A,(v) n A(u). Hence (v” : 
DL E a} _C M. If d = [a, v], then since M is a subspace, vd _C M. Note that 
d = UC n A(v). Again, since M is a subspace, ud = UC C M. In particular 
c E M. w E A&c), so w _C N(M). Thus (us : p E w> C M, so ua C M. But now 
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a, v E M, a E da(v), contradicting (3). Thus we have shown M is a subspace and 
foranyuEM,MCu I. Hence M is a singular subspace as desired. 
LEMMA 6.11. D(X) = (d(x)) acts transitively on d,(x). 
Proof. First we show D(X) is transitive on each orbit of A(x) = (C,(x)> in 
d,(x). Thus let V be an orbit of D(X) in d,(x). First we show I’ is a 
connected component of d,(x). Suppose w E d,(x) - V and ZI E Vn d(w). 
Let u = VW n d,(x) and y = [u, x], Then y is transitive on VW - {u}, so 
w E vu C V, a contradiction. Hence I/ is a union of connected components. Now 
let R _C I’ be a maximal connected subset of I’. Let v E R. Let y E d(x) n d,(v) 
and u = [y, v]. Then vu = vu - (u} C d,(x) n d(v), so by definition of R, 
vv C R. Hence y C N(R). Now let a E d(x) be arbitrary. Let b E d(x) n A,(a). 
Let y = ax n d,(v), z = bx n da(v). Then by the above y, z C N(R), so ( y, x> C 
N(R). But now a C (y, a) C N(R). A s a was arbitrary in d(x), d(x) C N(R), so 
R = V as desired. 
Next we show (As(x)) C N(V). Thus let u E d,(x) and y E d(x, u). Now there is 
a w E I’ n d,(y). Let U’ = yu n As(w). If U’ C N(V), then ?cy = u’y C N(V), 
so we may assume u = u’. Let v = [w, u]. Since u E d,(x), WV - (2~1 C d,(x). 
Since {w” : 01 E u+} S d(w), we have {w” : CY E u#} C I’. Hence u C N( I’). 
Now note that D(X) acts semiregularly on d,(x) since (fi(x)) acts regularly 
oni&%). Since B is transitive on Y, for any x E Y, every orbit of D(z) and hence 
A(z), by the above, has the same length, namely 1 D(z)l. 
Now assume that D(X) is not transitive on d*(x). Let I’ be an orbit of D(X) is 
d,(x). Let w E d4(x) - V. Claim I’ n d,(w) = 0. Assume on the contrary that 
v E I’ n d,(w). Let a E d(v) n d(w). Then by what was first proved, a E d,(x). 
Let b E o,(u) n d,( ) v an d w’ = aw n d,(b). Then w’ E da(x) n d(w), so u;’ and 
w are in the same orbit of D(X) in d,(x). We show however that w’ is in the same 
orbit as v of D(X) in d,(x), i.e., in I’. So without loss of generality we may assume 
w’ = w. Let c = [v, b], d = [w, b]. As usual d E d,(v), c E d3(w), and [d, v] = 
[c, w]. Set e = [d, v]. As e E d(v, w) we must have e E d,(x). Therefore ve - 
(e} C V. Now for every w’ E uw, ve n d(w’) # 0. Let v’ = ve n O(w’). Then 
v’ E I’, w’ E d,(x) n O(v’), so also w’ E V. But now w E da(x) n d(d), so also 
w E V, contrary to assumption. Hence I’ n d,(w) = 0 for every w E d,(x) - V. 
Suppose for every w E d4(x) - V that I’ n d,(w) = O. Let W be any other 
orbit of D(x) in d,(x). Then for all pairs v E V, w E W, v E d,(w). Let wu be a 
line on w, and assume u E d,(x). Then wu - {u} c d,(v), so also u E d,(v). Let 
y = [v, u]. Then vy - {y> C I’. Hence as vy - {y} = v”, we see u C N(V). 
Hence for every line I on w, 2 n d,(x) C N(V). Hence also w E N(V). But then 
(d(x), w) = B C N(V), a contradiction. Therefore we can conclude that for 
some w E d4(x) - V, Z’ n d,(w) # a. Let v E V n As(w) and u = [w, ~1. Then 
u E d,(x). Let M be a plane containing vu. Let 2 = M n d,(x). Suppose I $ C(w). 
Then since M n C(w) is a line, V n d,(w) J’ m, contradicting the above. Hence 
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1 = M n C(w). Now we can find z E d(y) n d(w) so that M n L&(Z) # iz (in 
face and find x in z# where K = (A(a): a E M), (z, w) induce all elations with x 
as center). Now CM(z’) # I for any z’ E zw - {w}, choose z’ E zw - {w} with 
z’ E A,(x). Then x’ E V as z’ E A(w). But since M n C(d) # I, V n A,(Y) # .G, 
contradicting what was shown above. This contradiction completes the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.12. A(x) = D(x) I+, w)fm any w E A,(x). 
Proof. Recall V(x, w) = (A,(x, w)). Clearly A(x) 2 D(X) V(x, w). Since D(X) 
is transitive on da(x), D(X) V( X, w is independent of w E A,(x). Let y E A,(x). ) 
We must showy _C D(X) V(X, w) for some w E A,(x). Let .z E A(x, y), w E A4(x) n 
A,(z). Set u = xz n A,(w), y’ = yz n A,(w). It suffices to showy’ _C D(X) V(X, w) 
for then (z, y’) 2 D(X) V( x w , since (z, y) = (z, y’) in particular we would , ) 
have y C D(X) V(‘(x, w). So without loss of generality we may assume y = y’. 
Let a = [u, w], b = [y, w]. As usual a E A,(y), b E A,(u) and [a, y] = [b, u]. Set 
[a, y] = c. Then c E A,(x, w). Let d = yc n A(x). Then d E A(x), so c, d C 
D(x) V(x, w). But theny _C (c, d) C D(X) V(‘(x, w), so the lemma is proved. 
It is our goal now to show O,(V(,, w)) = 1 for w E A,(x). Since V(x, w) < 
(f2(4 n f2W = -WI), and generated by root subgroups, we can use 
use the result of [3] to limit the possibilities for V(X, w) once we have 
shown O,(V(/(x, w)) = 1. To prove this we will need to exploit some facts about 
subspaces of the prepolar space of type D,(q). These are proved in the next two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.13. Let S be a nondegenerate subspace of a prepolar space of type 
D,(q). Then S, together with the lines it contains is akio a prepolar space. Moreover, 
if the rank of S is 3, then S = D3(q). 
Proof. The first statement is obvious. For the second statement, let a, 6 E S, 
a and 6 not collinear. Then S n A(a) n A(b) is a quadrangle (here A(a) is the set 
of all points of D,(q), collinear with a). There must be at least two lines in 
S n A(U) n A(6) on every point in S n A(a) n A(b). But then 1 S n A(a) n 
A(b)1 2 (q + 1)2. Since ) A(a) n A(b)/ = (q + l)“, S > A(u) n A(b). But then 
S > A(a) whenever a E S. Since D,(q) is connected, S > D,(q), so S = D,(q). 
LEMMA 6.14. If S is a generalized quadrangle with q + 1 points on a line and 
t + I lines on a point, then / S 1 = l(q). 
Proof. For a E S, / A(u)1 = q(t + l), j A,(a)1 = q2t. Then j S j = 1 + p + 
qt $ q2t = l(q). 
LEMMA 6.15. Let w E A,(x), v E A,(x, w). Then v n O,(V(x, w)) = 1. 
Proof. A(x) = D(x) V(x, w) by Lemma 6.12. Then O,(A(x)) I 
D(x) O,(V(x, w)). Suppose v E A,(%, w), v n O,(V(x, w)) f I. Let t E v# n 
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o,mx> 4)’ SUPP ose there is a u E da(v), u _C A(x). Then (t(U,.U>) = (u, v) s 
A,(q), is not ap-group. But (u, V) < A(x) and t E O,(I’(x, w)) implies (t(U,D)) is 
a p-group. Hence Ad(v) n A(x) = O, and in fact v C O,(V(x, w)). Suppose 
d(x) C C,(v). Then C(v) 2 (d(x), w) = B, a contradiction. Let y E d(x) n 
As(v), and set z = [y, v]. Now since v E AZ(x), z E d(x). So M = (x, y, z) n Y 
is a singular plane. Let K be the subgroup of N(M) generated by those a E Y 
such that a induces elations on A4 with center # x, but with x on the axis of a. 
Of course K fixes x. By the action of PSL((M)) on M, K, is two-transitive on 1, 
where I = yz (in fact KLz 3 PSL((Z)). Let g E K, such that g interchanges y 
and z. Let s = 09. Then og E d,(x) also and (v, vg> is transitive on 1. Therefore 
it must be the case that .ug E O,(o), contradicting d,(v) n d,(x) = a. Hence it 
cannot be the case that ZI n O,( V(x, w)) f 1 and the lemma is proved. 
Remark. In G z E,(q), if t E x E X, then C,(t) s C,(x). 
LEMMA 6.16. Assume M is a singular subspace on x, w E A,(x). Let M0 = 
M n A,(w). Then V(x, w)$ > PSL((M,)). 
Proof. K = A(x),,., induces PSL((M,)) on L, n L(M). Since D(x) is in the 
kernal of this action, D(x) K n V(x, w) < V(x, w)~, and also induces 
PSL((M,,)) on L, n L(M), and so on M,, . 
LEMMA 6.17. If w E A,(x), O,( V(x, w)) C Z( V(x, w)). 
Proof. Suppose t E O,( V(x, w)) - Z(V(x, w)). Then since V(&x, w) = 
(d,(x, w)), there must be a v E A,(x, w) with [v, t] # 1. Then of course n f nt. 
Note that also [v, t] _C O,(V(x, w)) n ( U, vt). Claim vt E A,(v). Clearly then 
vt $ Ad(v). If vt E As(v), since 1 # O,(V(x, w)) n (71, 29) C (71, d), O,( V(x, 
w)) n Z((o, vt)) # 1, and [v, vt] E A,(x, w). This contradicts Lemma 6.15. If 
vt E A(v), then [v, t] intersects some point of &, say u, and then u E A,(x, w), 
u n O,( V(x, w)) # 1, again a contradiction, so the claim is proved. 
Next we assert that C,(V) n A,(x, w) = Cr(ot) n A,(x, w). Thus let 
u E A,(x, w) n C,(V). Suppose u E d,(ot). Then (v, wt, u) = (vt, u) x z, 
and O,((V, vt, u)) = v. But [v, t] _C (0, vt), so 1 # O,(V(x, w)) n (v, d, u> C 
O,((v, vt, u)) = ZI. But this contradicts Lemma 6.15. Suppose u E A,(d). Let 
t, = C$ E [v, t], 01 E v, /3 E wt. Let y E u. Since u E A(d), [y, /3] # 1. Since t, E 
O,P’(x, w)), also [Y, tll = [Y, 41 = [r, ~I%, PI = [Y, PI E O,W, ~1). But 
[y, /3] E [u, vt] E A,(x, w), contradicting Lemma 6.15. So our assertion is proved. 
Now suppose u E As(v) n A,(x, w). Then [v, u] E A(v) n A(u). Since C,(v) n 
d,(x, w) = Cy(vt) n f&(x, w), [v, u] E Cr(v”) and u $ A,(d). So u E A,(d) 
and A3(v) n A,(x, w) = A,(vt) n A,(x, w). 
Now suppose y E d(x) A C,(o). Without loss of generality we may assume 
y E A,(w). Suppose y $ Cr(~t). Let z = [y, ~“1. Since vt E d,(v), yz - (z} _C 
C,(v), soys _C C,(v). Now we can find u E A,(x, w) such that u E As(z), [u, z] = y, 
by Lemma 6.16. Then (u, ot) induces PSL((y, z)) on yz, so u E A*(d). But 
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since u E d(y), y E C,(V), u $ d,(v), and this contradicts what was shown above. 
Now let t, E [ZI, 21” C (v, zP>. Then t, commutes with C,(V) n d(x) = 
C,(d) n d(x). Now let y E d(x) - C,(V). WLOG, y E As(w). Let zi = [y, v], 
x2 = [y, ~“1. If zi # za , then (yl.zl , zs) n Y = (x, y, x1 , x2) n Y n d,(w) is 
a singular plane. Moreover, ZI, vt induces elations on (y, z1 , aa) n Y with the 
same axis but different centers. But then we can find u E d,(x, w) normalizing 
<Y, 21 9 za} n Y, inducing elations with center za and u E d,(v). But then 
u $ L.l,(vt) since d,(u, u”) 1 {zz}. This contradicts what was shown above. Hence 
we must have zr = za. For convenience drop the subscripts and set [y, ZJ] = 
E-y, u’] := z. Claim t, commutes withy. If not, then since t, E (v, at), t, fixes yx 
and [ti , .z] = 1. Then t, must act semiregularly on yz. But we can find 
g E V(s, ZL’), g fixes yz and interchanges y and t by Lemma 6.16. Then ti” E 
O,( V(.v, w)) also, so (tr , tr”j << O,( V(‘(x, w)) and fixes yz. In particular, (tl , tlV) 
is a p-group and since i yz = 9 -+ I, (r, , ti”) must have a fixed point on yi. 
But t, only fixes z and t,” fixed only y, so this is not possible. This contradiction 
implies [tl , y] = 1. As y was arbitrary in A(x) - C,(V), we have d(x) - C,(v) C 
C(t,), hence 4(x) C C(t,). But then (d( ) x , w> C C(t,), and this contradicts 
B == (d(x), w) and O,(B) = I. Hence we must have [a, t] = 1, so 
O,,( V(.v, u)) C Z( V(‘(x, w)) as desired. 
LERZLMA 6.18. o,( v(x, w)) = 1 for every w E d,(x). 
Proof. By the previous lemma O,( V(X, w)) C Z(V(x, w)). Suppose on the 
contrary that O,(V(x, w)) # 1 and let t E O,( V((x, w))“. Suppose d(x) n d,(w) C 
C(t). Let y E d(x), a = xy n d,(w). Then X, z C C(t), so (xz) Z C(t), hence 
y E C(t). Then C(t) 1 (d(x), w} = B, but this contradicts O,(B) = 1. Thus let 
y E d,(w) n d(x), [y, t] # 1. Let T,, be the V(‘(x, w) orbit in A(x) containing y. 
Claim T, is a subspace and is connected. For suppose a, b E T,, , a E d(b). Then 
1 =-- ab is on a line in As(w) n d(x). Then by Lemma 6.16, V(x, w)~ is transitive 
on 1, so I 5 T, . Now suppose a, b E T, . Let g E V(X, w) with ug = b. Write 
‘Y =:: g1 *.*g,, with gi E zli , ui E f&(x, w), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Set a,, = a and ai = &i 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. Further let ci = [aim1 , ui], i = 1, 2 ,..., 71. Then ui , a, I E 
uicjll for i = 0, I,..., n - 1. Since b = a, , a = a, , a, ,..., a, = b is a d-path 
in T0 from a to b, so the second assertion follows. 
Since V(‘(x, w) is transitive on 7’s and t E Z(V(x, w)), t acts semiregularly 
on T, . Suppose T, were a singular subspace. Then 1 T,, / = I(g), so t would 
have to fix a point, contrary to assumption. Hence T,, is not a singular subspace. 
Let s c’ T0 , then there must be a, b E 7; n d(z) with a $ d(b). Since x E d(u) A 
d(b), we must have a E d,(b). Let c = [a, w], d = [b, w]. Then c E d,(b), d E A,(U) 
and [r, b] = [a, d]. e = [a, d] E L&(X, w) n A(u, b). Now d(u, b) 2 xz, e. Since 
fi(u) nf,(b) is a prepolar space of type D,(q), XX n A(e) f ia. Since e E .4,(x, w), 
xz n d(e) _C d,(w), so xz n d(e) = {z>. H ence d(x, e) contains lines. Therefore 
d(x, e), together with the lines it contains is either a quadrangle or a prepolar 
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space of rank three. By Lemma 6.6, d(x, e) is nondegenerate. We have d(x, e) C 
d(x) n da(ru). Claim d(x, e) C TO . Thus let y E n(x, e). Then .zc n 
d(y) # ia, by relabeling if necessary we may assume z E zc n d(y). But now 
m = zy Cd(x) n da(w). Hence by Lemma 6.16, V(x, w): > PSL((m)), 
so m C 7’,, as desired. But since t E C(x) n C(e), t stabilizes d(x, e). d(x, e) C T,, , 
so t acts semiregularly on d(x, e). However, Lemmas 6.13 and 6.14 imply 
/ d(x, e)l = l(q), so t must fix a point of d(x, e), and this contradiction completes 
the lemma. 
Remark. Implicit in the proof of the last lemma is the following: If T is an 
orbit of A(x) in d(x), y E d(x) - T then T n d(y) = Q . 
We complete this section with 
LEMMA 6.19. If there is an orbit T of A(x) in d(x) such that T u {x} is not a 
singular subspace, then A(x) is transitive on A(x). 
Proof. First we show for any other orbit S of A(x) in d(x), also S U {x} is not 
a singular subspace. Note that by the proof of Lemma 6.18 and the above remark 
S, Tare d-connected components of d(x). Let T,, = T n d,(w), S,, = S n As(w) 
where w E d*(x). Then S u (x} is singular if and only if S,, is singular, so assume 
on the contrary if and only if S,, is singular, so assume on the contrary that SO 
is singular. Note that V(X, w) is transitive on SO and T,, . Let c E TO . Since T,, is 
not singular, there are a, b E T,, n d(c), a 6 d(b). Since also x E Qa, b), a E A,(b). 
d,(x, w) n d(a, b) # ia (as was shown in the proof of Lemma 6.18). Let 
z E d,(x, w) n O(a, b). Then we also showed in the proof of Lemma 6.18 that 
c E d(z). Now let R be any other orbit of A(x) in d(x). Claim R n d(z) = O. 
For ify E R n d(z), then UC n d(z) # M , so by the statement at the beginning 
of the proof y E T contradicting y E R # T. If R 9 d,(z), let y E R n L&(Z). 
Then [y, z] E R n d(z), contradicting what we have just established. Hence 
R C d,(z). Now let d E SO , e E TO with d E O,(e). Such a pair is easily shown to 
exist, since SO must contain a line. Let u E d,(x, w) n d,(x, w) n d(d, e). Claim 
TO n .4(u) does not contain a line. For suppose 1 C TO n d(u), then d(d) n 1 # o , 
and d E T, contrary to assumption. As a result we can conclude u, x lie in different 
classes of V(X, w) on d,(x, w). Hence u and v commute. Clearly TO $ C,(z), for if 
T,, C C,(z), then T _C C,(z). But then C(z) I (d(x), w) = B, a contradiction. 
Since V(x, w) is transitive on T,, we may assume e E .4,(x). Since z E AZ(u), 
e E d(u), e[e, 4 - {[e, 21) C A( u , so e[e, z] C d(u) and T,, n d(u) contains a line ) 
contradicting what was proved above. This establishes that SO is not a singular 
subspace. Let Ki be the orbits of A( x in d,(x), and ui E Ki be representatives, ) 
1 ,< i < s. Then distinct ui commute. Moreover, by what we have shown 
above, for each i, there is an orbit Ti of A(x) in d(x) with Ti n d(q) containing 
a line, and for any other orbit R of A(x) in d(x), R C d,(q). Assume the notation 
is chosen so 1 Kl 1 > 1 Ki 1 for 2 < i < s. But then for somey E d(x), Kl is an 
orbit of A(y) in d,(y), by our assumption that there is more than one orbit for 
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A(x) in d(x). But now 2 = N,(K,) 3 C,(x) and (2) # B since Kr # Y. Let 
U = (Z> n Y. Then U 3 C,(x) and U = (U> n Y # Y. Let M = xcvj. 
Then M is a singular subspace on x by Lemma 6.10 and clearly then M - {x] 
is an orbit of A(x) in d(x). But this contradicts what was first proved. This final 
contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 
7. ELIMINATION OF THE CASE WHERE FOR SOME ORBIT 
S OF A(x) IN d(x), Su(x} Is A SINGULAR SUBSPACE 
In this section we consider the case where for some orbit S of A(x) in d(x), 
S u (x} is a singular subspace. By Lemma 6.19 every orbit of A(x) in d(x) has 
this property. 
LEMMA 7.1. For any w E d,(x), V(x, w) is tyamitiw on d&x, w). 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there are at least two orbits of V(x, w) 
on d,(x, w) and let ZJ, o be representatives for these orbits. By Lemma 6.18, 
the fact that <fs(x) n f,(w)) E A,(p) and [3], [u, U] = I. Clearly there are 
y, z E d(x) withy E As(u), x E 4s(~). Let S, be the orbit of A(x) in d(x) containing 
y and 5’s the orbit of A(x) in d(x) containing z. Since xy - (x} C ds(~l) 
and xy n d,(w) # o we may assume y E d&w). Similarly we may assume 
z E d,(w). Claim S, # S, . Suppose S, = S, . Since V(x, w) is transitive on 
Ti = S, n As(w) and y, z E Tl we may assume [u, y] = z. Now since z E d(u), 
x E 4(w), [u, VI = 1, z” Cd(u), so if we set a = [z, u], az _C d(u). Recall that 
d(u, x) is not singular. Since S, n d(u) is singular, there is c E d(x, u), c $ S, . 
By the remark following Lemma 6.18, S, n d(c) = O. But az C S, n rl(x, u), 
c E d(x, u). d(x, u) is a prepolar space, so az n d(c) # O, contradicting 
S, n d(c) = a. So S, # S, . Note that we have also shown for any d E L&(X, w) 
and orbit S of A(x) in d(x), 1 S n d(d)] G 1. Now since V(x, w) is transitive on 
S, and S, , we may assume y E d,(z) since St n d,(z) # 0. Then there is an 
e E d,(x, w) n d(y, z); e cannot be conjugate to both u and v in V(x, w), so 
assume e is not conjugate to u in V(x, w). Then, as before [e, U] = 1. But now 
yU _C d(e), so y[y, U] _C d(e) and S, n A( e contains a line, contradicting what we ) 
showed above. This completes the lemma. 
COROLLARY 7.2. A(x) is tmnsitiwe on d,(x). 
Pyoof. Let u E d,(x). W e s h ow u is conjugate in A(x) to a member of d,(x, w) 
for some w E d4(x). The corollary will follow from Lemmas 6.11 and 7. I. Thus 
let y E d(x) n As(u) and z = [y, u]. Let w E da(x) n As(y). Since xy - {x} 2 
4(u) and xy n As(w) # o, we may assume that y E d,(w). Now by Lemma 
6.16 there is a w E d,(x, w) with z E As(v), [z, w] = y. But then (u, V) is two- 
transitive on yz. So u E d,(w) and u is conjugate to w in (u, w) G A(x) as desired. 
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LEMMA 7.3. For no orbit S ofA in d(x), is S u {x} a singularplane. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that for some orbit S of A(x) in d(x), S u (x} 
is a singular plane. Let w E d4(x) and SO = S n da(w). Then SO is a singular line 
and V(x, W)~O s PSL((S,)). N ow we may identify d(x) n d,(w) with a subset 
of 4.3(q) (i.e. d anes of PG(5,q)) by the remarks of Section two. Moreover, 
for each orbit T of A(x) in d(x), TO = T n da(w) is a singular subspace of 
A5,s(q). Hence S, may be identified with a line of /&,a(~). Then there is a line M 
and a three-space H of PG(5, q) with 111 C H and SO = {y: M C y C H}. Then 
V(X, w) must fix M and H and so by the results of [3], there is a second line 
NC H with M n N = @ and V(x, w) fixes N and induces PSL,(q) on the points 
of N. But then we must have V(x, w) z A,(q), and so there is a three-space 
KI M which V(x, w) fixes pointwise. Suppose T is any other orbit of A(x) in 
d(x). Then V(x, w) induces PSL(( T,,)) in T,, where TO = T n da(w), so T must 
also be a singular plane. Suppose TO = {z: MI C x C HJ. Then it is easy to see 
MI C K and HI 3 N. The latter because the only stable subspaces of PG(5, q) in 
which V(x, w) does not act trivial, contain N. Now claim M n MI = o . Suppose 
not. Let p E N. Then y = (M, p) and x = (MI , p) are in different orbits of 
A(x) in d(x). So by the remark following Lemma 6.18, y $ d(z). But 
M n MI # o implies y n x contains a line, so y and x are collinear, hence the 
claim is proved. 
As a consequence we may identify the orbits of A(x) in d(x) with a collection 
of lines in a three-space K which are pairwise disjoint. Since in three-space there 
are q4 - l/q - 1 points, and each line has q + 1 points, if t + 1 is the number 
of orbits of A(x) in d(x), then t + 1 < q4 - l/q2 - 1 = q2 - 1, so t < 4’. 
We have 
I4x)l = 4(4 i- I>@ + 1). (7.1) 
Also note that for any two distinct orbits S and T, y E S, T n C,(y) is a line 
on x. Suppose that u E d,(x). Since A(x) is transitive on d,(x), for every orbit S 
of A(x) in d(x), S n d(u) # o . We therefore can conclude that / d(x, u)/ = t + 1. 
Moreover for a, b E d(x, u), a E d,(b). 
Now fix S, T two distinct orbits of A(x) in d(x). Let a E S, b E T n A,(a). 
1 d(u, b)l = t + 1 and x E~(u, b). Moreover, if a, ES, b, E T n d,(a,) and 
(a, , b,) f (a, 4, 4, b) n 43 , b,) = {x}. Since j S 1 = q(q + 1) and for 
any a E S, 1 T n da(a)1 = q, we can conclude that 
I d,(x)l = @WI + 1). (7.2) 
Now for anyy E d(x), I d(x) n d(y)1 = q2 + q - 1 and / d(y) n d,(x)l = qt. 
Hence NY) n d3(41 = l4y)l - (q2 + d - qt = (q2 + dP + 1) - he + d - 
qt = q2t. Since for z, E da(x), 1 d(x) n d(u)1 = I, we get 
I d3(x)/ = I +)I * q2t = q3t(t + l)(q + 1). (7.3) 
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Finally let u E d,(x) and R, , . . . , R,,, be the singular planes containing u with 
[.x, U] E R, . Then R, n d4(x) = ,@ . Suppose for some other Ri, Ri C As(x). Then 
for each a # b E Ri , [x, a] and [x, b] are not collinear. Then there would be 
q2 + q + 1 planes on X, but there are t + 1 planes on x with t < q2. Hence for 
no R, is Ri 2 d&x). Suppose for some Ri , i # 1, R, n A,(x) # @. Let v E R, n 
d,(x). Since [v, X] # ia, ZP C d(v). But then U[U, X] Cd(v) and [u, X] E d(v). 
Thus VE R, contrary to assumption. So R, n d,(x) = a. Therefore 
Ri n d,(x) # m for 2 < i < t. Then Ri n d,(x) is a line and / R, n Ap(x)I = q2. 
So 1 A(w) n d,(x)/ = q2t. Since for w E&(X), / O(zu) n d3(x)I = 1 A(w)J/q = 
I4x)llq we get 
Therefore 
q2t q E qf+. 
i Y I = 1 + q(q + I>(t + 1) + q2t(q i- 1) + 43t(q + I)(t 
= (q2 + q + I)(@ + l)(q2t + I). 
But q2 > t and we must have 
w + l)k” - 1) , y,, 
(q2+l)(q- 1) ’ 
This is impossible so this case is eliminated. 
(7.4) 
1) + q5t2 
(7.5) 
LEMMA 7.4. For no orbit S of A(x) in A(x) is S u (x} a singular three-space. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that such an orbit S exists. Let w E A,(x) 
and S’s = S n A,(w). We again identify A(x) n As(w) with a collection of singular 
subspaces of A5,3(q). Then SO is a singular plane of A&q). There are two possi- 
bilities SO = {y : p EY C H} where p is a point and H is a three-space, or 
S,, = {y : MCy C K} where M is a line and K is a four-space. In either case 
we find a plane N which V(X, w) must fix and induce PSL,(q). Then 
V(x, w) g A,(q) and we must have a second plane Nr with N n Nr = o and 
V(x, w) fixes iVi pointwise. (This is by the result of [3].) Moreover, if S, = 
{y:p~yCH},thenp~N,,and(p,N)=H,andifS,=(y:IMCyCK}, 
then MC Nr and (M, Nr) = K. Note that if T is a second orbit of A(x) in d(x), 
then by the transitivity of V(x, w) in T,, = T n A,(w) and the structure of 
V(x, w), we must have that T is also a singular three-space. Moreover, suppose 
SO-{y:p,~yCHr}and T,,={y:p,~yCH~).Thenwecanfindy~S,, 
z E TO with y n z a line, so y E A(z) contradicting the remark following Lemma 
6.18. We get a similar contradiction if SO = {y : Ml C y C K,}, T,, = {y : 
M2 Cy C K2). As a result we can conclude that A(x) has exactly two orbits in 
A(v), so 
I A( = 2q(q2 + q + 1). (7.6) 
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Note for any U, ZI E Y, II E d,(o) we must have / O(U, v)l = 2. Also if y E d(x), 
then 14) n A,(Y)/ = q(q + 1) by th e results of Section 2. Moreover if 
(q , bi), i = I, 2 are distinct pairs in d(x) with ai E d,(&), i = 1, 2, then 
d(u, , b,) n d(a, , b,) = {.z>. Therefore we get 
I A2@)I = 4w + 4 + 1) * 4(4 + 1) = q2(q2 + q -1 I)(!? + 1). (7.7) 
For y E d(x), / d(x) n d(y)! = p” + q2 - 1, so / d,(x) A d(y); = qa. There- 
fore we may conclude 
I A,(x)l = q3 * I A(x)I = 2q4(q2 + 4 + 1). (7.8) 
Finally let zi E d,(x). Let U, , U, be the two maximal singular subspaces on u, 
with [x, U] E U, . Then U, n d,(x) = 0. Clearly d(v) n d,(x) # O, so 
U, n d,(x) f O. Then U, n d,(x) is a hyperplane, i.e., a plane of U, n d,(x). 
Then / U, n d*(x)1 = q3. For any w E d*(x), / d(w) n d,(x)/ = / d(w)j/q. So 
Then 
i 04@)l = %TYq2 + Q + 1) * 43/2(q2 + 4 + 1) = 4’. (7.9) 
I Y 1 = 1 A- 2q + 2q2 + 2q3 + q2 + 2q3 + 2q* + q5 + 2q* + 2q5 + 2qs + qi, 
= 1 + 2q + 3q2 + 4q3 + 4q* + 3q5 + 2q6 + 47, 
_ (q5 - l)(q4 - 1) 
k--l)2 * 
Then 
k” + 1w - 1) 
(q2 + ----flYI> l)(q - 1) 
so this contradiction eliminates this case as well. 
In a similar fashion we can show 
LEMMA 7.5. For no orbit S of A(x) in A(x) is S v {x} a singular four-space. 
So we can conclude for no orbit S of A(x) in A(x) is S u {x> a singular subspace, 
so by Lemma 6.19, in fact A(x) is transitive on A(x). 
Remark. The subgroup A,(q) < l&(q) can be generated by root subgroups 
such that for any x E A,(q) n X = Y, (fi(x) n Y) u {x} is a pair of singular 
planes. We also get A4(q), A,(q) < E,(q) satisfying the conditions of Lemmas 
7.4 and 7.5. 
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8. COMPLETION OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we complete the proof of the main theorem. 
By Lemma 6.18 and the result of [3], we can find subspaces Hi of the five- 
space V(‘(x, r~) acts in such that C(d im Hi + 1) = 6, V(/(x, w) fixes HI pointwise 
and V(x, w) is a central product of Vi , where Vi 1 Hj = 1 for i # i and Vi / H, is 
either PSL((H,)) or Sp((H,)). We also know by the results of Section 7 and 
Lemma 6.19 that V(X, w) has a single orbit on d(x) n d,(zu). We will identify 
d(x) n d,(w) = T,, with a subspace of A5,&). We remark that if y E T,, , then 
T,, n As(y) # o by Corollary 6.4. This means, when we identify y with a 
plane of PG(5, q), there is a z E TO withy n z = QT. 
There are quite a few cases to be considered, so for clarity we enumerate them. 
I. Symplectic Cases 
(a) H = PG(5, q) is the join of a line HI and a three-space Hz and V(X, w) 
induces Sp((H,)) on H, . 
(b) V(x, w) is irreducible on H and V(x, w) induces Sp((H)) on H. 
II. Totally Projective Cases: 
(a) H = ( p, H,) where p is a point fixed by V(‘(x, w), H, is a four-space 
and V(x, W)~Z g PSL,(q). 
(b) H = (H, , H,), HI a line fixed pointwise by V(X, w) and V(X, W)~Z E 
PSL,(d. 
(c) H = (HI , H,), HI a plane fixed pointwise by V(X, w) and V(X, W)~Z E 
ps-w - 
(d) H = (HI , H,), HI a three-space fixed pointwise by V(X, w) and 
V(x, W)*z s PSL,(q). 
(e) H = (HI , H, , H,), Hi are lines, V((x, w) fixes HI pointwise and 
V(x, w)~{ z PSL,(q), i = 1, 2. 
(f) H = ( p, H, , H,), p a point fixed by V(X, w), dim Hi = i - 1 and 
V(x, w)“i = PSL,(q). 
(g) H = (HI , H,), V(x, w)Q z V(x, W)~Z g PSL,(q). 
(h) H = (HI , H,), V(x, W)~I z PSL,(q), I+, W)~S g PSL,(q). 
(j) H = (HI , H, , Ha), V(x, W)~S z PSL,(q), i = I, 2, 3. 
(k) Q, 4” z PS4?(q). 
We show all but case (k) do not occur. 
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(I) Symplectic Cases 
(a) Suppose H = (H1 , H,), HI a line and H, a three-space, V(X, m)He s 
PSp,(p). We let HI = (err , v2) and H, = (~a, vq , ws , vs). Let y E To be identi- 
fied with a plane of PG(5, q) = H. 
We first consider the cases where y n HI = O. Clearly y n H, # D. If 
y _C H, , then since V(x, w) is transitive on To, for every z E To, z C H, , but 
then for any y, z E To , y n z is a line, so y E d(z) and To is a singular subspace, 
which is not the case. Assume then that y n H, is a point, say (~a). Assume the 
orthogonal hyperplane in H, of (~a) is (~a, v4, Q). Now (q , z1a, v, , 
Q) n y # a. So without loss of generality we may assume (z)r + ~1~) E y. 
Also (q , vu2 ,05 , Q> n Y # 0. Suppose (vu1 + p>, (p) 6 (v5 , qd is in y. 
Then y n H, is a line. So by relabeling if necessary we may assume (v2 + z$ or 
(v2 -f- q) is in y. Suppose then that (a, + z+,) E y. We can take (ZIP + 05) to 
(ZIP + v4 + T+,) in v(‘(x, w)(g3,91+v4) < V(x, ~~~~~~~~~ . But then since To is a 
subspace we have for any z, z 1 (oa , z1r + v4), z C (v, , zlr + v4 , zi2 + w5 , 
vu2 + u4 + zQ, z E T,, . But in particular x = (~a , a, + v, , v4) is in T,, and then 
z n H, is a line contrary to assumption. So assume (v2 + Q) E y. Now 
V(x, 4 v~,v,+v,> 2 V(x, W)<U1.V3,B4> = w 4<v,,a,>,<c1> . 
In the latter group we can take (v 2 + v6) to (v2 + ~1~). Hence if (v, , vi + 
V, , u2 -1 v6) E To , SO is (~a , or + u., , v2 + v5); but we have already eliminated 
this. Hence if y n HI = o , y n H2 must be a line. Suppose first it is a singular 
line of H2 , say (~a , co&. (T+ , ZI 2 , v5 ,~a) n y # i~r so without loss of generality 
we may assume (zli + 05) EY with (z+,) orthogonal to (~1~). But now in 
I/(x, 4 <v,,o,> we can take (vl + v5) to (q + v6). But now if z 2 (va, v4), 
z c (213, 214, 01 + v5, cul + Q), then z E T,, . In particular z = (~1~) v,, ztg - 
u5) E T,, . But z C H, contrary to what was shown above. So we must have 
y n H, a hyperbolic line. Assume y n H, = (v3 , o,J. Let (Q , v4 , v5) be the 
orthogonal hyperplane to (0s) in H2 . We have (or , v2 , ~1~ , w5j n y f o, so 
we may assume (or + cu4) E y. Suppose (u4) is also orthogonal to (v,). 
vxy w)<03,v~L<2rl> --. < V(x, 4<q+v4,tQ and in VP, %J&V,> 
we can take (we) to (~1~). But then z = (a1 + v4 , oa , zi5) E T,, and z n H, is a 
singular line, the case just eliminated. So may assume (v4) is not orthogonal to 
(v,). But now we can take (va) to (~1~) in
V(% w) <V,),(V,.V~> G V(x, whJl+opl~3> 
to get the same contradiction. Therefore it cannot be the case that y n HI = 0 . 
If y 1 HI , then for every z E To , z 1 HI . But then T,, would be a singular 
subspace, soy n Hrmust be a point for each y E T,,. If V(x, w) fixes Hrpointwise, 
then for any y, z E To, y n HI = z n HI , so y E d,(z) u d(z) contradicting 
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Corollary 6.4. Therefore we must have V(x, ZU)~I G PSL,(q). Suppose (or) EY, 
andy n H, is a point, say (~a). Now (vs , v, , T+, v,J n y # 0, so without loss 
of generality (~1~ + p,) E y where ( pr) is in (e4 , v5 , Q). Now in the pointwise 
stabilizer of (or , us , Va) in V(x, w), we can move ( p) to a point (r) $ (21s , p). 
But then if z 2 (or , ZJ~), z C (or , ~a , vu2 + p, va + r), z E TO . But z = (v, 
va , r - p) satisfies this, and z n H, is a line contrary to assumption. So now 
assume y n H, is a line. First assume it is singular. We may assume y = (~1~ , 
~a, Q). Then I TO 1 = (q + 1)(q3 $ q2 + q j-- 1) and 
I A(x)I = c/(9 + 1)(!f3 + q2 + q + 1). (8.1) 
d,(x) breaks into two classes: d,l(x), 4,2(x). For u E d,r(x), , d(x, Y)~ = q3 + 
q2 + q + 1 and is a symplectic quadrangle. For v E d22(x), 1 d(x, u)i = q + 1 and 
is totally disconnected. 
For Y E 4% I 44 n A(x)I = q2(q + 2) + q - 1, I 4) C-I A,‘(y)l = q4, 
j d(x) n d22(y)l = @(q + 1). Lety E d(x), z E d(x) n d,l(y). Then 1 d(y, z) n 
d,l(x)j = 4”. For zc E d,l(x), there are q3(q3 + q2 + q + 1) pairs y, z E d(x, u) 
withy E d,l(z). Therefore we have 
I ~,Y4 = d4’ + 1%13 + q2 + 4 + 1) ~ . q4 . q3 = q5(q + 1). 43b73+q*+q+l) 
(8.2) 
Let y E d(x), z E d(x) n A22(y). Then / d(y, x) n Az2(x)j = q. For u E da2(x) 
there are q(q + 1) pairsy, z E A(%, y) withy E A22(z). Therefore 
I A22(x)! = Q(Q + lh” + q2 + Q + 1) . q3(!? + 1) . 4 4kl + 1) 
= q4(4 + l)(q3 + q2 + 4 + 1). (8.3) 
Now lety E A(x). IA(y) n A3(4 = q(q + l)(? + q2 + 4 + 1) - q2(q + 2) - 
q-q4--q3(qfI)=q6.So 
/ A3(x)I = I A(x)I * q5 = 9% + l)(n” + q2 + q + 1). (8.4) 
Let z, E A,(x) and y = [v, x]. Then A(v) n A,(y) = A(u) n A,(x). So 1 A(v) n 
A,(x)1 = q5. For w E A,(x), / A(w) n A3(x)l = 1 A(w)l/q. So we get 
Then 
I A,(x)1 = P. (8.5) 
1 Y / = $1 + ql0 + 2qQ + 2qfJ + 29’ + q6 + q8 + 2q’ + 2q6 + 2q” -f- q4 + $ 
+ P5 + cl5 + w + 2g3 + 2q2 + 4 + 1 
=q11+q1Q+2qQ+3gs+4q’+4q6+4q5+3q4-t2@+2q2--kq+ 1. 
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But then 
jYl< (4” + l)(q9 - 1) 
w + l)(q - 1) ’ 
contradicting (4.3). So this case is eliminated. Similarly we eliminate the case 
when y n H, is a singular line, y n HI # Q . So (a) is eliminated. 
(b) V(x, ZO)~ E PSp,(q). Let y E T,, . Suppose y is not a singular plane. 
Let (vi) EY. The hyperplane orthogonal to (vi) must intersect y in at least a 
line, so we may assume (wi , va) C y where (vi , ~a) is a singular line. Let 
<u3) E Y - (Ul 7 vs). Then (us) is orthogonal to some point of (pi , ~a), so we 
may assume (~)a) is orthogonal to (‘~1). Let (~~‘4) be a point orthogonal to (vi , vs). 
Then (ws + V& is a point orthogonal to (wi) but not (~a}. In V(x, ZU)~,~,,~> we 
can take (v,) to (us + ~~‘4). Hence, since TO is a subspace of A&q) for every 
x 2 (zli , ~a), z C (pi , ~1~ , ~a , zra + v&, z E T,, . But then in particular, z = 
<vl,vz , ~4) E Tc, . But (~1, * 2, Vd) is a singular plane contrary to assumption. 
Hence we may assume TO consists of the singular planes in five-dimensional 
(projective) symplectic space. Then 1 T,, / = (q3 + l)(q2 + l)(q + I), and 
144l = q(43 + l)(q2 + l)(q + I). (8.6) 
Suppose y, z E TO , y E d,(z). Then / A(y, x) n TO j = q + 1 and is totally 
disconnected. But this in the number of lines on x in d(y, .z). Therefore A(y, ,s) 
is a quadrangle with the parameters (q, q) and so / d(y, .z)I = qs + qs + q + 1. 
Also / d(y, Z) n A,(X)] = 4”. 
Now fory E d(x), I d(x) n d(y)1 = q2(q3 - l)/(q - 1) + q - 1 and j d(x) n 
da(y)1 = @(qa - 1)/q - 1. For u E da(x), there are @(q4 - 1)/q - 1, pairs 
y, z E d(x, U) withy E d,(z). Hence we conclude 
I44 = 4(q3 + lk2 + l)(q + 1) . q4(q3 - 1) . q3/4 - 1 q3(q4 - 1)/q - 1 
= q5(q6-l) 
q-l * (8.7) 
For 21 E4~)~ 144 n A,(4 = q(P” + l)(q2 + l)(q + 1) - q2(q3 - l)/(q - 1) - 
q - q4($ - l)/(q - 1) = 4’. So we get 
I44 = q’ * I WI = p8((1” + l)(q2 + l)(q + 1). (8-8) 
Finally suppose z, E A,(x). Then if we set y = [v, x], A(w) n A,(y) = A(u) n 
A4(x). SO 1 A(V) n A,(x)1 = q7. F or w E A4(x), I A(w) n A,(x)! = I A(x)l/q. SO 
we have 
I A,(x)/ = I A3WI - q’ * q/l +)I = 8”. (8.9) 
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Then / Y 1 = (q12 - I)(@ - 1)/q - 1. But this contradicts (4.3). So this case 
is now eliminated. 
Remark. The group F4(q) is generated by a class Y of subgroups of order q, 
such that the permutation rank in this action is five. For any x E Y, the non- 
trivial suborbits are d(x) = {y : [x, y] = 1, 1(x, yj n Y 1 = q + I}. 
d,(x) = {Y : [x, Yl = 1, (Xl Y> w y = {x, Y>>. 
d,(x) = {y : (x, y} is a p-Sylow of A,(q)}. 
44 = {Y : <X,Y) E 4(q)l. 
Moreover, we can define lines just as in the case of I&(q), and the induced struc- 
ture of the lines on a point is isomorphic to the incidence structure arising from 
the maximal singular subspaces in six-dimension symplectic space. Moreover, 
I 44 = dq3 + l)(q2 + lk + l>, I 02(x)l = 45(q6 - l)/(q - 1)s I 03(x)1 = 
q7($ + l)(q2 + l)(q + l), j d,(x)/ = q15. In factF,(q) < E,(q), generated by root 
subgroups. If D is the graph automorphism, then CE8(o)(~) e F4(q). 
(II) The Totally Projective Cases 
In each of the following we will find representatives for the orbits of I’((x, w) 
on the planes of PG(5, q) and show that the V(x, w)-orbit is not a subspace of 
A5,3(Q)* 
(a) Assume now that H = (p, H,) where p is a point of PG(5,2) fixed 
by V(x, w) and V(x, w)~. E PSL,(q). Let p = (vi) and H, = (w2 , v3 , v4 , 
vs , 06). Suppose for some y E T, , p E y. Then since V(x, zu) is transitive on T,, , 
p E z for all z E T,, . But then T,, n d,(y) = 0, contradictory to an earlier 
remark. We get a similar contradiction if y C H, for some y E TO . Therefore we 
may conclude that y r\ H, is a line. May assume (v2 , v3) C y. Also (vi , v,p , 
vs , v6) n y = 0. So we may assume, by relabeling if necessary, that (vr + 
v~) EY. Now in V(x, w)(,~+,~,~,) we can take (v3) to (vs + ad). Since T,, is a 
subspace, if z 2 (wr + v4 , v,), z C (nr + v4 , v2 , va , w3 + v4), then z E T,, . 
In particular, x = (v, + 214 , v2 , ~1~) = (vr , v 2 , vuq) E T,, . But this contradicts 
P 4%. 
(b) H = (HI , H,) where HI is a line which V(X, w) fixes pointwise and 
V(x, W)~Z z P%,(q). Let HI = (vl , v2), H2 = (v3, v4, v5, Q). Let y E T,, . 
As in (a) we must have y n HI = 0. Suppose y n H, is a line. We may assume 
(v3 , v4) C y. Then (v, , z, 2,v5,v6)ny # 0,sowemayassume(v,+v,)Cy. 
But we get the same contradiction as in (a) since we can move (v~) to (v4 + z+J in 
I’(‘(x, m)c,1+,~,,9) . So H, n y must be a point. So assame (v3) E y. Now 
(Vl f 82 , 574 > v,‘) n y f 0, so we may assume (vr + v4) E y. Also (va , V4 ) 
vs , va) n y f 0. Then (v, + u) E y where (u> E (v4 , v:, , v6>. Suppose (u) = 
(~1~). Then <vl + v4 , v2 + u) C y and then y n Hi f ,0 contrary to what has 
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been shown. Then, by relabeling if necessary, we may assume (vr + vs) E y. 
But in V(x, w)(~,+~,~,~,~ we can take (v5) to (vs). Then since To is a subspace of 
4,.3(q), if 2 2 <s + v4 , v3), z C <vl + v4 , v3 , v2 + v5 , v2 + VA z E To . 
In particular, z = (vr + v, , va , v6 - vs) E T,, . But then z n H, is a line, 
contrary to assumption. Hence (b) is impossible. 
(c) H = (HI, H,), V(x, w) fixes HI pointwise, V(x, ~)~a E PSL,(q). 
Let y E T,, . If y n HI # % , we get a contradiction as in (a) and (b) by showing 
To n d,(y) = % . Recall T,, is a connected subspace, in particular To contains a 
line of A5,3(q), say 1. Then there is a line M and a three-space K1 M such that 
I = {y : MC y C K}. Note that for every point in K, there is a y E I containing 
it. But now K n HI # % , so for some y E I, y n HI # % , so (c) is impossible. 
(d) H = (HI , H,), HI a three-space fixed pointwise by V(x, w), 
V(x, w)~? g PSL,(q). But now for any y E To, y n HI # 0, so To n d3( y) = ia, 
a contradiction. 
(e> H = (HI , f4 , H3), V( x, w) fixes HI pointwise where HI is a line, 
V(x, ~)~i et P%,(q), i = 1,3. Let HI = (vl, er,), H, = (v3, v4), H3 = (v5, v6). 
As usual for every y E To , HI n y = 0. Let Mk = (Hi , Hj) where {i, j, k} = 
{ 1, 2, 3). Now let 1 be a line in T,, . Then there is a line M and three-space K 
with Z = {y : MCyCK}. Set Ki = Kn Mi. If K, or K3 is not a line, then 
K n HI # % and then for some y E Z, HI n y # QT. Hence Kz , K3 are lines. 
SinceK,nK,_CM,nM3=H,,K,nK,= %,ClaimK,==H30rK3=H,. 
Assume K, # H3 and K3 # H, . Now V((x, w)~ < V(x, w)~ < V(x, w)K2,K3 . 
But a simple matrix calculation shows V(x, w)K1,K2 > PSL((Z)). But by Lemma 
6.15, V(x, w): > PSL((Z)). So we may assume Kr = H3 . Suppose now that 
Ks f H2 . If K n H, = %, then, by relabeling if necessary, we may assume 
K3 = (~1 + v 3, z.+ + v4). Now if M # K3, then V(x, w)~,~ > PSL((Z)). But 
V(x, 4 K,M 2 V(x, w>t , so this cannot be the case. Therefore M = K3 . So we 
may assume y = (vi + n3 , v2 + v4 , v5) E T,, . But now if m is any other line 
of TO on y, m = {z : M’ C y C K’} then M’ must be M or V(x, w): 2 PSL((m)) 
is transitive on To and T,, is a connected subspace, this implies that To is singular, 
a contradiction. If K n H, is a point we can get the same contradiction. There- 
fore we must have H, _C K, so K3 = H, and K = Ml . But then for any y E T,, , 
y _C &Zi . This implies T,, is singular; again a contradiction. So (e) cannot occur. 
(f) H = ( p, Hz , H,),p a point fixed by I/(x, w), Hz , H3 are, respectively, 
a line and a plane, V(x, W)*Z E PSL,(q) and V(x, w)Ha E PSL,(q). Letp = (q), 
f&v = (~2 , v,>, H3 = <v 4 , v5 , Q). p $ y. Also for no y E To can we have 
y C (H, , H3). Now let Z be a line in To . Then Z = {y : MC y C K} for some line 
M and three-space K. Then K n H3 # %, so there must be a y E Z with 
H,ny # %, so for every YET,, H,ny # %. Suppose H3ny is a line. 
Then Ha n y = 0. We may assume (v4 , vg) C y. Then (vi , va , v3 , 
vs) n y # %. Since y $ (vi , H3), we may assume either (vi + vz) or (vi + 
481/46/z-6 
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v2 + vs> is in y. But in V(X, w)(~~,~~) we can take (va) to (ws + vs). Then if 
a 2 (va , Q>, a _C (v4 , Us , vi + V2 , et, + v2 + wa), z E TO . In particular, z = 
<v, > ~5 > s> E To , but z n H, # JZ, a contradiction. If (vi + v2 -b vs) E y, 
then in V(x, w)~Vp,v6~ we can take (wa) to (vs + va). But then we get 
z = <% + 83 , 7,4 , v3) E T,, and (vr) E z, a contradiction. If (vi $- v5) EY, 
then in V(x, 4~v2,01+06~ we can take (~1~) to (v4 + v5). Then z = (ziz , vi -t 
v5 , v5) E T, and again we have the contradiction, (vi) E a. So must have 
(or -1 v3 + v5) EY. But now in V(x, w)(, ,V +213+2’5) we can take (v4) to (v4 + v5). 
Then x = (v2 , vr + va + o5 , vs) is & ‘T, . But (v2 , Vl + fJ3 + v5 I %5> = 
<vUe 7 vi + w3 , v5) is not in the same V(x, w) orbit as (vs , vr + n3 -!- v5 , v,), 
so this is impossible. Thus y n Hz = ia. We may assume (q + vij , v4) C y. 
We have (vi , v3 , T+, , w6) n y f ia. Suppose (vr + v3 + u) E y where u E 
<v5 , Q>. In V(x, wk~2+v6,v4~,u we can take (vs) to (va + v3). But then, as To is 
a subspace, we would get z = (uZ + v5 , v, , vs) E T,, . But then z n H, + 0, 
a contradiction. So finally we may assume (vl + v5) or (vr + v,J in y. But in 
either case we can eliminate it using the same technique. 
(g) H = (HI, H,), V(x, W)~Z s PSL,(p), i = 1,2. Let HI = (vl , v2, zQ, 
H,=(v,,o,,w~).Ifforsomey~T,,ynH,orynH,isaline.SayynH, 
is a line, then as V(x, w) is transitive on To and fixes HI , z n HI is a 
line in every z. But then for all y, z E To, y n z # 0, contradicting 
d,(y) n To # a. Note if some y E To intersects HI or Hz , then every z E To 
does since V(x, w) is transitive on T,, and fixes HI and H, . Now let 1 = {y : 
MCyCK},alineinT,,.ThenKnH,# 0 #KnH,.Henceforsome 
y,zEl,ynH,# ,@,znH,# ~.Hencewecanconcludeforeveryy~T,,, 
y n HI and y n Hz are points. Suppose y n HI = (v,), y n H, = (a4). Now 
Y n <ve , v3 , v5 , Q> f 0, so by relabeling if necessary we may assume 
(~2 + Q) EY. Now in V(x, w)~,~,,~+~,~ we can take (~1~) to (v4 + v5/\. But then 
if z 2 (vr , v2 + v5), z C (vl , v2 + v5 , v4 , v, + w,), then z E To . In particular, 
z = (vi , v2 + v5 , v5) = (v, , v2, Q) E To . But z n HI is a line, contrary to 
what was established above, so (g) is also not possible. 
(h) H = (HI , H,), V(x, W)~I g PSI,,(p), V(x, W)~Z g PSL,(q). Let 
Hl = (~1, v,>, Hz = (~3 * ~4 * ~1~ , Q). Suppose for some y E To (hence all 
y E T,,), y n HI = O. Clearly, since T,, contains lines, as in previous cases we 
can show for some, hence all, y E T,, , y n H, # IZ;. Assume first that y n H2 
is a point. Say (w3) E y. Now (vi , v2 , v4 , v 5 ) n y # %. By relabeling if necessary 
we may assume (vr + 04) EY. Also (vr , v2 , v5 , ~1~) n y # a. Suppose 
(vr + u) EY where (u) E (r+, , Q). Then (w4 - u) EY n (TJ~ , v5 , va) and then 
y n H, contains a line contrary to assumption. So we may assume (vz -I- v5) EY 
(by relabeling if necessary). So y = (wr + v4, vs + or,, va) E To. But in 
vt’(x, 4<v1+V4*n2+05> we can take (zr3) to (zr3 + v4). But then since To is a sub- 
space, for any z containing (pi + v4 , v2 + os) and z C (vi + v4 , z’, .I- v5 , 
v, , v3 + 04), x E T,, . But z n Hr # %, contrary to assumption. So we may 
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assumey~H,isaline.Solet(v,,v,)Sy.(v,,v,,v,,v,)~y# 8,sowe 
may assume (or + s) EY. But again in V(x, ~~~~~~~~~~~~ we can take (va) to 
<v4 + v5). So for any x 2 (vl + n5 , v3), 23 C (7-5 + v5 , v3 , v4 , z4 + v5), 
ZET,. So x=(v1+v5,v3,v5) = (v1,v3,v5)~T,, and x n HI # O, 
contrary to assumption. So we must have y n HI # @. Suppose y n Ho is a 
point. May assume (zlr , ~1~) Cy. (~a , ~1~ , Q , v6) n y f o, so may also 
assume (~a + u4) EY. But now in V(x, w)~01,02+04j we can take (71~) to (vz + v4}. 
Then we would get (v, , va + v4 , v4) = (vr , v, , v4) E To and y n HI would 
be a line, contrary to assumption. Since no y E T, is it the case that y > HI , 
the only possibility remaining is y n HI a point, y n H2 a line. We eliminate this 
by calculating / Y I. We have 
(q4 - 1)(q3 - 1) ITO =(z+l) (4-l)(q-,) . 
so 
144 = d4 + l)W + l)W + q + 1). (8.10) 
Note that A, = {(u, v) : u E d,(a)} breaks into two orbits for H, as follows. 
Suppose (u, V) E A, . Let x E O(U, v). There is a w E d,(x) such that u, ‘z: E d3(w), 
so we may identify u, v with points of A5,3(q), that is planes in PG(5, q). By the 
structure of T,, , we may further identify them with pairs ( p, n/r) where p E HI , 
MC H, is a line. Say u - (p,, , Mu), v -+ (p, , MJ. Then u E d,(v) iff (i) 
p, = p, and M, n M, = o. In this case / L, n L(d(u, v))l = (q -k 1)2. SO 
d(u, V) is a prepolar space of type D, and j d(u, v)! = (q2 + l)(q2 f q f I). 
Or we may have (ii) p, f p, , Mu n MO is a point. In this case 1 L, n 
W(u, v>)l = 2, for T6 n d(u, v) = {(p, , Mv), (pv , Mu)>. So d(u, v) is a 
quadrangle of type D, s A, x A, and 1 A@, v)I = (q + 1)“. Now for y E d(x), 
/ d(x) n d,l(y)l = q5, I d(x) n 4a2(y)l = $(q + 1)“. Suppose now that 
(y, X) E A,’ and x E d(y, z). Then 1 d(y, .z) n d,r(x)I = q4. If u E d,r(x), then in 
A(%, V) there are (q2 + l)(q2 + q + 1) . q4 pairs (y, z) E d,l. Therefore 
l4w = I +)I * q” * q4/(q2 + I)($ + q + 1) .@ = qyq + 1). (8.11) 
Suppose (y, z) E Az2, x E d(y, 2). Then 1 d(y, z) n AZ”(x); = 92. For 
v E dz2(x), there are (q + 1)” * q2 pairs (y, z) in d(x, V) n 4,s. Then we can 
compute 
I A2(x)! = tic? + l)(q2 + 1)(q2 + q + 1). (8.12) 
Now I d3(4 n JY)I = dq + 1 )(q2 + l)(q2 + q + 1) - q2(q2 + 4 -i- 2) - 
q - q5 - q3(q + 1)” = q6, wherey E d(x). Therefore we have 
I ~3Wl = q7k? + l)(q2 i- 1)W + q + 1). (8.13) 
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Finally if z, E da(x) and y = [x, v], then d(w) n da(y) = O(o) n d,(x). For 
w E d,(x), / d(w) n da(x)1 = 1 d(x)l/q. Therefore we have 
I 04(4l = q13. (8.14) 
Then / Y 1 = (44 f l)(q3 + l)(q’ + l)(q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 1). But then 
(q6 + l)($ - l)/(q2 - l)(q - 1) does not divide / Y 1, contradicting (4.3). 
Remark. The subgroup D,(q) G E,(q), generated by root subgroups does 
satisfy all of the above. 
(j) H = (H, , H, , H3), V(x, ~)~i g P&5,(q), i = 1, 2, 3. Let MjC = 
(Hi , Hj) where {i, j, k} = (1, 2, 3). Suppose for y E T,, , y n HI = ,EI, y n 
H,q= Z,i=2,3. Sincey$Mi,ynH,,ynH,mustbepoints.Sayyn 
H2 = XV,), y n H3 = (Q). Then y n (q , z’~ , n4 , u6) # a. We may assume 
<S t- %>, <% + %>, or <Vi + U4 + %> is iny. But in V((x, w)CV3,D5),CVl> we can 
take (v4j to (v3 + v~) and (v6) to (~1~ + v,). If (vi + v4) EY, then, as T,, is a 
subspace, we must have z = (~1~ , vug , vr) E T,, , but then z n HI # 0, contrary 
to assumption. If (zli + v4 + v6) E y, then in V(x, w)(,,~,~~),(~,),(~,,) we can take 
<u4) to (u3 + v4), so again would have (~1~) vr,, a,) E T,, . Similarly if 
<ZllfZ’6)EY,weget(v,,v,,v,)ET,. 
SupposethenthatynH,# a,ynH,=ynH,= a. 
(i) y n Mi is a point for every i = I, 2, 3. We then may assume y = 
<Cl + 7~~ , n2 + v4 + Q, d. But in V(x, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ we can take (q $- v3) to 
(El 4- v2 + ~1~). But then we must have z = (v2 + ~1~ + z16 , ~1~ , v2) E 7’” , but 
z n HI # 0, a contradiction. 
(ii) y n Mi is a line. Then without loss of generality we may assume 
Y = <nl + v3 , v4 + % , 4. In V(x, w)cv1+a8,v6) we can take (v4 + v5) to 
<~a i- V, + a&. Then x = (zli + r~a , ~1~ , z13) E T,, , since To is a subspace. 
But z n HI # O, a contradiction. 
(iii) y n M2 ory n M3 is a line. Say y n M2 is a line. Then we may assume 
y = (q + ‘us , v2 + u4 , z+J E To . Now in V(x, w)(~~+~~,~,~) we can take 
(u2 $ ~1~) to (zli + u2 + ~~‘4). But then z = (u, + ~1~ , w5 , vi) E T,, , and 
z n HI $I O, a contradiction. So either y n Hi is a point for i = 1, 2, 3 or 
ynHi= @,fori=l,2,3.SupposeynHi= afori=l,2,3. 
< l) F or some i, y n Mi is a line. Say y n M3 is a line. Then we may assume VI v3 , v2 + v4) = y n M3 . Now y n Ml # 0. By relabeling if necessary, 
we may assume (~1~ + V, + ~0s) or (~1~ + V& is in y. If (v3 + ws) is in y, then in 
vx, %1+v3.0*+1’4> we can take (~1~ + ~a) to (v3 + v5 + ~a>. Then, since To 
must be a subspace, z=(v1+w3,v~+v4,v6)~T,,. But znH,# 0, a 
contradiction. Suppose (u3 + v4 f v5> EY. In V(x, w)~,~+~,,~,+~,) we can take 
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(~3 + ~4 + v5ug) to (~3 + v4 + v5 + v,d, Then z = (vl + v3 , v4 + v4 , vs> ET,, 
again, so this is eliminated. 
(ii) For no i is Mi CA y a line, 
(a) For some line AZ C y, M n Mi # O, i = 1, 2, 3. May assume that 
<VI + v3 , v3 + v5) _C y, by changing notation if necessary. Now (vl , va , 
v4 , Q) n y # .@. If (vr + LYV~ + flv& E y, then y n MI is a line. By relabeling 
if necessary we may assume <va + v4 + v$ E y. In V(x, w)CV1+V3,UQ+V5) we can 
take (va + v4 + VJ to (vz + v4 + v5 + vs). But then z = (vi + vs , v3 + 
v5 , v5), and z n H3 # O, a contradiction. 
(b) For every line M Cy, M n Icl, = 0 for some ifz (1, 2, 3). Without 
loss of generality we may assume (vl + v3 , va + v,) C y. By relabeling if neces- 
sary we may further assume (va + v4 + v5) or (v4 + v5) is in y. So let 
<u + v5) EY where (u> E H, . Then in V(x, w)(,~+,+++~~> we can take (u + ~~5) 
to(u+v5+v,).Thenx=(v,+v3,v,+v,,v,)~T0,and.znH3# @,a 
contradiction. 
SO it must be the case that y n Hi # 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. We eliminate this by 
calculating 1 Y /. We have 1 T,, / = (q + 1)“. So 
I44l = 4(P + 113. (8.15) 
For y E To, when we identify y with a plane of PG(5,q) let yi = y n Hi . 
Now y, z E T,, then y E d(z) if and only if j{yi : i = 1,2,3} n {xi : i = 
1,2, 3)j = 2. Those pairs y, z E To with y E d,(x) break into three classes: 
those with yr = z, , those with ya = z2 , or those with ya = z, . For y, z E T,, , 
yEd3(x)ifandonlyif{y,:i= l,2,3}n{zi:i= 1,2,3}= a. 
We can use this to calculate 1 d(x) n d(y)/, / d(x) n d,(y) and ) d(x) n A,(y)], 
respectively, for y E d(x). 
I44 n A( = 3q2 + 4 - 1. 
If we denote by A2i(y) the three classes of A,(y), i = 1, 2, 3, we have 
I A(x) n A2i(y)l = @ for i = 1, 2, 3. Then / d(x) n A,(y)/ = ph. Also if y 
z E A(x), y E A,(z), then IL, n L(A(y, z))l = 2. Hence A(y, z) is a quadrangle 0; 
type D, z A, x A, and ] A(y, z)] = (q + 1)“. Suppose then that y, z E A(X), 
y E A,(z). Then J A(y, z) n A,(x)1 = q”. If v E A,(x), then there are q2(q + 1)2 
pairs y, z E A(x, v), y E A,(z). Hence we have 
I ~,@)I = P4(4 + 1). (8.16) 
We can also calculate j As(x)] immediately 
I A3(4l = ! A(x)I . ti = p”(q + I)“. (8.17) 
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Finally suppose ZI E d,(x), y = [o, x]. Then d(v) n da(x) = d(v) n d,(y). So 
) d(n) n A&$ = $. If w Ed,(X), j d(w) n rl,(x)/ = 1 d(eo)l/q. so 
j O,(x)l = 1 d,(x)1 . 44. $/I A( = 49. (8.18) 
Then / I’ 1 = (q3 + l)(q2 + q + l)(q2 + l)2. But then 
(cl6 + l)(q9 - 1) 
(q2-l)(q-11) +lYi 
contradicting (4.3). So (j) is eliminated as well. 
Therefore only case (k) occurs. In this case d(x) = fi(x). But for any w E d,(x), 
<fi(x), w) = E,(q), so the theorem is complete. 
Remark. D4(q) < E,(q) is generated by root subgroups and satisfies all the 
numerical conditions occurring in (j). 
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